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··we want the Greek
community to be strong, but also
be a safe environment and
be responsible for the social
guidelines that exist"
-Mike Young
Assistant Vice President
of Student Affairs

Two fraternities
to face IFC
judicial.board
'

OUvta Medovldl
Staff writer
Alpha Tau Omega and Alpha Gamma Rho

will face the Interfraternal Council Judicial

Greg Johnson/The N~ws

Racer Escorts spike from 26 in the fall semester to 56 in the first few months of the sprii'H) semester. The service 1$ offered throUCJh Public Safety.

Requests double during spring semester
Haley Russell

10

Assistant News Editor
Racer Escorts, a service offered
by Racer Pntrol, have doubled in
the spring semester.
ln the fall r emestcr. there were
26 escorts; th1s semester, with two
weeks less than the fall, there have
been 56 escorts.
David Devoss. chief of police for
the Murray State Public Safety, said
the reason there has been such an
increase could be due to students
requesting escorts later at night.
"While there arc typically a few
escorts each night, the recent
increase in escorts can be attributed to one or two students who
have requested escorts late at
night," he said.
Racer Escorts can help students
feel more comfortable walking late
at night across campus, he said.
"Some students work at jobs off
campus and return to parking lots
late at night," he llaid. "'They feel
safer by asking for an escort."
Devoss said if a student calls
Racer Patrol at 809-2222 on their
way back to campus. the oft1cer

Weekly Racer Escorts
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could meet them in a parking lot
:rhe service, he said, is irreplaceable.
"The student Racer Patrol division of Public Safety and Emergency Management is an invaluable component contributing to
the Department's efforts to provide
safety and security for students,

faculty. staff and visitors to the
Murray State campus," Devoss
said.
Tommy Kimbro, sergeant for the
Murray State Police, said the spike
in Racer Escorts is not normal.
"The increase in Racer Patrol
Escorts is a little abnormal," he
said. "I have been working at MSU

for several years and have not seen
a spike such as this one and I really have no idea as to why."
Escorts. Kimbro said, arc something the Murray State Police enjoy
doing.
"'The escorts are not bothersome
at all, In fact Oie "MSU Police' and
Racer Patrol get great pleasure in
conducting the escorts knowing
that the person(s) being escorted
feel safer," he said.
Hannah Wynstra, junior from
Mayfield, Ky., said she was at the
library when she called Racer
Patrol for an escort.
"Immediately upon calling,
(Racer Patrol) answered my call
and said that one of their very own
would be on their way to meet me
in moments," she said.
Wynstra said the service is a
valuable one.
"It was truly an unforgettable
experience. and I am most grateful
for the Racer Escorts who are so
valuable to ensuring adequate protection of the people of Murray
State."
· Contact Russell at hrussell@
murroystate.edu.

SGA Elections

Three men
vieforSGA
presidency
M eghann Anderson
Staff writer
Chase Brasher, Dylan Gerlach and incumbent
Jeremiah Johnson make up the all male pool of
candidates running for president of the Student Government Association for the
2012-13 school year.
Every April the SGA holds
an election to determine who
will take on the rule of president for the upcoming school
year.
Brasher, senior from PaduUA;LL1..LLII~...u..:~ cah, Ky., said he is running
for SGA because he wants to
Chase
make a difference with the
Brasher
Senior from
students of Murray State.
Paducah, Ky.
"1 look at the campus and
the student bod}\ and I llee
separa\ion," Brasher said. "I want to see the students come together."
He said he wants student organizations such

as SGA. Black Student Council, International
Student Organization and Greek life to work
together to make Murray State more cohesive.
Gerlach, junior from Louisville, Ky., will also
be running for SGA president.
"I feel! can be an adequate voice for the student body as I am a diverse representative coming from a wide variety of organizations," Gerlach said. "'There is so much potential when it
comes to the city of Murray that many people do
not recognize at first. I think 1 have the ability to
help mend that relationship between city and
school."
Johnson, senior from Hopkinsville, Ky., and
current SGA president, will be running for a second year. He will be attending Murray State as a
grad student.
"There are a lot of things that I have started
this year, that I would like to
finish out," Johnson said. "I
feel like since I have done it
for a year, I do have the experience needed."
Requirements to run for
SGA president are a 2.7 GPA,
must be at least a junior and
have filled out the appropriate paper work to be considered.
Betsy Banks, vice president
Dylan
of
SGA and chairperson for
Gerlach
elections ways and means,
Junior from
Louisville, Ky. said being a member of the
SGA
executive council
requires a lot of time and work.
"Student Government is the ideal way to get
involved on campus," Banks said. "SGA is the

best way to make the student voice heard on
campus."
Students can vote via, myGate starting at 9
a.m. on Aprill6 through 9 a.m. on April IS.
The wiMers will be announced at S p.m. on
April 18 at All-campus Sing.
Banks said announcing the new SGA president at All-Campus Sing is a Murray State tradition.
"Everyone comes out to All Campus Sing. students, faculty, staff, and community members,
making it a perfect time to announce elections
results," Banks said.
Other positions waiting to be filled are vice
president, secretary. treasurer and at-large senator seats.
Don Robertson, vice pre:;idcnt of Student
Affairs said there are three major parts to the
University, which arc represented by faculty senate, staff
congress and student government.
"SGA is very important,"
Robertson said. "Student
government really is the
voice of the students. Student
government is critical for
telling us what students
L--...u......:..;.--..J need."
Robertson said he hopes for
Jeremiah
a
large voter turnout because
Johnson whoever
wins SGA president
Senior from
is
who
the
administration
Hopkinsville, Ky.
will turn to when they need
to hear what students have to say.
Contact Anderson at manderson22@
ITUJrraystate.edu.

Board to determine the consequences for
incidents wbicb occurred at their fraternity
houses earlier this month.
Mike Young, assistant vice president o(
student affairs, said the IFC will schedule the
bearings for sometime next week.
Both fraternities will remain on social probation until further notice. Young said.
He said they are still
aHowed to participate in
events on campus such as
All Campus Sing, hold
meetings and do service
work.
Young said the purpose
of the bearings is to fmd
out the fraternities' side
of the story and hold
them accountable lor
Mllre YOUIII
their actions.
"Sometimes things hap- Assistant Vice
President o(
pen when they are not following their policies and Student Affairs
we need to know why
they are not," l'oung said. "We want the
Greek commun~ to be strong, but also be a
safe environmeqt and be responsible for the
social guidelinef that exist."
He said the board will render a decision
on how to hold the fraternities responsible
after hearing both cases and determining if
University guidelines were followed.
On March 3 a fight broke out at an ATO
party. Victor Daniels, junior from Waycross,
Ga., and Ryan Walker, senior from Las Angeles, Calif., were- arrested after allegedly
assau lting. De'Vin Graves, a non-student,
who attended the party.
Sgt. Scott Svebakkend with the Murray
Police Department said the fight broke out
around 2 a.m. after Graves was allegedly try·
ing to defend a female who was being
harassed.
Daniel pleaded guilty in Calloway County
Circuit Court and was sentenced to 90 days
in jail
Walker's case is pending before the Dis-trict Grand Jury.
The second case occurred around 3 a.m.
on March 4 at the AGR fraternity bouse..
A 17-year-old non-student female wu
allegedly drinking at a party hosted by AGR
and was taken to the hospital for suspected
alcohol poisoning.
Young said the student affairs office first
handled the case due to the immediacy o( it,
but will now let the lFC decide what repercussions the fraternities will face.
He said elected leaders from both organizations will be present for the hearings.
Don Robertson. vice president of Student
Affairs, said the University expects all fraternities and sororities to follow all guidelines
and rules regarding social activities.
"Our goal is for the fraternities and sororities to take responsibility for their actions,"
Robertson said.
The board will decide what University
policies, if any, were violated and if the
guidelines for social activities were followed. Robertson said.
He said the board will base their decision
on the IFC constitution.
As of now. no conclusions have been made
as to what role tbe organizations played at
the time of the incidents.
He said there are several actions the board
could take including extending the social
probation and adding addition al consequences.
Contact Medovich at omedovich@
murraystote.edu.
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This week

Phone: HOIJ-4·1<tR

'1\vitter: Murmy'it<lld\' l:Ws

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

•Noon Men's and Women's Tennis vs.
Jacksonville State University; Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts, free with Ra~
ercard
•1:30 p.m. KYOTE mathematics
placement testin~ Room 202, Business,uilding
•2 p.m. Baseball v~. University of
Tennessee at Martin: Reagan Field,
free with Racercard

•AD day Green Essay Oontest; submit
to msugreenessaycontcst@gmail.com

Monday
•1 p.m. Junior ~r Program; Calloway County Public Ubrary; open to
all
•5 p.m. Zumba Clas.'leS; Riedland Bap-

•U a.m. University Store Banned
Book Club Event: University BookstOre, open to all
•Noon Women's Tennis vs. Tennessee Tech University; Bennie Purce_ll Tennis Courts, free with
Racercard
•1 p.m. Baseball vs. University ofTen.nessee at Martin: Reagan Field, free
with Racercard

tlsc Church. Paducah, Ky.• free

•5-30 p.m. I LOve International Stu·
dents; Curris Center, bpen to all

•5:30 p.m. Film and Discussion: "The
Truth That Wasn't "Jbere"; Masun
Hall Auditoriwn. open to aU
., p.m. Women's Educational Em·
powerment Project for Southern
Sudan, third floor Currls Center,
open to all

Police Beat
March29
1:58 p.m. A caller reportcJ a
per!'on in the free speech zone
getting closl' to students. The
Murray State Police wcr~ notified.
3:11p.m. The Murray State Po·
lice issu<'d a citation to I.at:cy
Ellio;, sophomore from Murray,
for failure to maintain insurance and expired registnttion.
3:17 p.m. A caller requested to
speak with an officer about an
emotionally disturbed person.
The Murray State Polic~· were
notified.

March30
8;26 LID. T.be Murray Police
Department took a report for
third degree criminal mischief
at the Sigma Sigma ' Sigma
House. The Murray State Po·

Arts Dance Studio, Fine Arts Build·
ing, free

Tennessee at Martin

•12:30 p.m. Sociology Club M~etmg;
Room 507. Faculty Hall; open to all
•4 p.m. Marvin Mills MultiCQ.ltural
C~nter

Hump Nite: Waterfield

u..

brary, open to all
•4 p.m. ",Edueation Under fire•: A
Documentary and Co9Vt!rsation:
Room 205, faculty HaU. open to all
•7 p.m. Wednesday Word & Worship;

Curris Center Theater, open to aU
•9-.30 p.m. Hart Coffee Sbop Music
Shows: Hart Coffee Shop, free

lice were notifit'd.
3:21 p.m. The Murray Police
Department requested assistance serving n warrant at
White College. The Murray
State Plllice were notified and
took a report for possession of
drug paraphernalia.
9:21 p.m. A caller reported n
vehicle playing loud musk
outside Watertield Library.
'The Murray State Police were
notified.

March31
l:ll a.m. The Murray State Police issued a citation to Blake
Rutherford, freshman from
Fan<:y Farm. Ky., for possl.!ssion
of alcohol by a minor und open
alcoholic beverage in public.
3:36 a.m. A caller reported a
medical emergency at Hart
College. The Murray State Police and ambulance service
were notified.
U:S3 p.m. A caller requested
access to Ordway Hall. The

Murray State Police were notified.
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Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter. .

Murray Statt~ Police were notified and found that CVL'rything
appeared normal.

April2

12:24 a.m. A Murray State Police officer reported a medical
emergency in the Curris Ct~n
tcr. An ambulance s~·rvicc was
notified.
·
1:20 p.m. A caller reported they
locked their keys in a vehicle
at Hart College. The Murray
State Police were notified.
9:23 p.m. A caller requested a
welfare check on a student in
Old Richmond College. The

EMERGING ARTIST CHALLENGE HELD TUESDAYS
from 9:30pm to 11 :30pm Feb. 7 -Apr.24

_fl.,

Baseball vs. University of

1p.m., Saturday, Reagan Field

OuR DEcK Is Now OPEN!

1-J

.Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received 'Will be ~ublishcd.

•7 p.m. The Art of Belly Dance: fine

'
•4 p.m. Public Relations Student Society of America; Ruom 106, Wilson
Hall, open to all
-.4:30 p.m. ProFessors Talk Sex Ill;
Mississippi Room, Curris Center,
open to all

If you would like an event to appear in
the This week section, fill out a form in
The Murray Statt:' News office at 111 WU~
son Hall, fax to 809-3175 or email information to thenews almurraystate.edu.

7:02 a.m. A caller reported a
smoking ceiling light in Wells
Hall. The Murray State Police.
the Murray Fire Department
and state fire marshal were notified.
10:02 a.m. A caller reported
chalk graffiti on the side of
Lovett Auditorium. The Murray State Police and f;lcilitic~
Management were notified.

March29
2:05p.m. A caller reported a ~rson
punched thrQugh a window at Old
Richmond College. The Murray
Stalta:PID.IIce-AIIId Nwray 1M$ WtR

5:41p.m. A burglary :1larm was
received in Winslow Cafeteria.
The Murray State Police were
notified and checked the area.
Evcr}1hing appeared norm:1l.
An officer took an information
report.

April3
2:06 p.m. A caller reported a
non-injury accident at the 16th
and Upper streets parking lot.
The Murrar State Police wen~
notified an took an ioforma·
tion report.
4:31p.m. A caller reported a hit
and run accident in the 15th
and Olive streets parking lot.
The Murray State Police were
notified and udvist!d the caller
he could pick up a self acci·
dent report if needed. An officer took an information report.
6:44p.m. A caller requested an
officer to unlock recruitment/ tornado shelter area.
The Murray State Police were
notified and took an informa·

tivn report.

April4
1:45 a.m. A caller reported they
were stuck on the elevator at
Regents College. The Murray
St:llc Police and Central Plant
wen:: notified.
2:38 p.m. A caller reported an
illegally p:trkcd vehicle at the
Alcxandl•r Hall parking lot. A
Murray Stale ticket writer was
notified.
3:27p.m. The Mumty State Police were notified of a pamc
nlarm activation ncar Sparks
Hall. ThC' Murr-ay State Police
were notifii!J ;md determined
thl• cause 1u be an accidcnral
activation.
Motorist assists - I
Racer escorts - 3
Arrests- 0

Assistant News Editor Haley
Russell compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all di.o;·
patched culls are listed.
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University feels effects of gas prices
111is story is p,1rt two of a three-part series exploring
the effects of high · gas prices on the student,
university and city levels.
Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor
Along with shuknts and members of tht~ community, tht.! University has felt the effects of rising ~as prices.
This is especialJy true for the Office of Recruitment locat«:d in
the Curris Center.
Roslyn White, associate director-coordinator for AfricanAmerican recruitment, said gas prices continue to increase, but
the Office of Recruitment's travel budget has decreased. .
The University continues to offer regional outreach and is
including more stales. Alabama is among the newest additions.
White said.
"(High gas prices) have been affecting us for several years," she
said. "We're constantly adding more territories, recently we
added Alabama as a regional tuition state, so that's one more
place that we travel to recruit."
The University recruits from Chi<.;agu. Ill., to, now, Montgomery, Ala., she said.
"Typically, if you're going to rent a University vehkk•, it's nhout
45 cents a mile, so you're talking at least $200 if you're going to
louisville for a day.'' White said.
Though the rise in g-.ts prices arc affecting the Office of Recruitment, White said the <>ffice staff arc doing their best tn maintain

contact with the regions.
"We arc trying not to let it affect us. but 1 find myself saying no
to more programs," she said. "Rut this is going tO have far reaching ramifications for us."
Despite the lag in traveling to different high schools within the
University's region, White ~aid the recruitment office continues
to cont.1ct students in other ways.
"Wt)'tc not having as much physical contact with students as we
haVl' iu the past because we can't afford to travel.'' she said. "We
do cummunh.:atc with studcnts in other ways: we email, we have
telephones -and of course we h:tv<· print publications we send students."
White said the increasing gas prices arc causing .Qotel prices
and the cost nf food to increase as well.
Dickie Turner. :.tssistant director of Transportation Services,
said prices for Univcrsity·rented vehicles has not been raised
since 2007.
'
"Yes, the gas prices have an effect on us. but we have a good
fleet, a newer fleet so we don't have a lot of repair bills and things
like th;tt," he said. "~o everything kind of equals out.~
Transportation Services uses three types of fuel: E85 flex fuel,
ElO regular unleaded fuel ami diesel fuel. Since the first week in
April 2011, F.85 !lex fuel has risen 5 percent, ElO regular unleaded
fttel has risen 3.5 percent :md diesel fuel has increased by 9 perCl'nt.
Recause Transportation Services contracts their fuel out, the
fueJ purchased is 20 cents less per gallon than other stations,
Thrncr said. Howcn~r, this 20 cent per gallon reduction is not

applit.:able when drivers fill vehicles at gas station chains.
Turner said this is a way in which th~.• Transportation Services
has hecn affected by the rising gas prices.
~Last year we spent $71,000 on credit cards," he said. "This (fiscal) year, we'rc running right close to $50,000 but we have not
rl'ceived our March statement yet."
Turner said March &md April arc typically high mileage months
and it is expected that the number will increase significantly
when the office rcct•ivcs the March statement.
Because Transportation Servict'!S has not increased rates, they
have not seen a lag in rentals.
The University benefits from members of the Murray State
community renting vehicles from Transportation Services
because money that is not used for repair parts or refueling is put
back into the University~ Turner said.
If gas prices continue to increase, Transportation Services will
try to ensure rates (:i() not, he said.
"It may be if the price of fuel goes up quite a bit more. then we
may not, in order to stay at our same rate. we may not replace
some of the vehicles in the ncar future that we would have if the
fuel prices had been luw," he said.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs. said rising
gas prices may have a positive effect on the University.
"On the positive side il could result in some students deciding
to now live on campus 'r ather than commute," he said.
It could, he said. nlsu persuade students to attend a university
closer to their home.

Contact Russell at hr:usscll@murraystute.edu.

School hosts annual conference
Olivia Medovich
Staff writer

With an uncertain job market, m:my students are looking for new ways to be successful in finding a futun•
career.
last Thursday the College of Business held its annual
entrepreneurship conference to teach business students
how to be profitable in the 2lc;t century.
Tim Todd. dean of the Bauernfeind College of Business. said the conference was designed four years ago to
be an afternoon where students could gain knowledge on
how to be profitabll• cntrl'preneurs. '
Todd started the conference by demonstrating a sales
tactic students could use with potential customers.
The exercise involved Todd auctioning off a dollar hill
and seeing how much money students Wt!rc willing to
pay for it.
Todd said with the right tactic he c.:ould make a profit
from selling the dollur bill, but there will always be u
winner and a loser.
He said students might not realize as entrepreneurs
they have the opportunity to graduate and create thdr
own job instead of having to find one.
"r hope their eyes were open to areas of entrepreneurship that they hadn't thought of." he );aid. ''They could b
their own boss."

Students were also asked to take a poll on what sales
approach they thought worked best.
'lncy wen~ able 111 answer using their cell phones and
the results were shuwn immediately on the screen.
lbdd dcmonstrmed cdl phones can be useful when
trying w get customers to buy your product because they
allow fur immediate feedback.
Glenn Mangold, professor of marketing and emerging
technologies, gave :t presentation to educate students on
h()W to effectively communicate with customers using
social media.
"We are in the midst of a communication revolution,"
Mangold said.
He said soci;1l media allows for entrepreneurs to get
customers to en~1ge, think and buy their products.
"The power in the market place has shifted,.. Mangold
said.
He said social media such as Facebook, Twitter and
hlogs can stimulate cmwersations online und offiine.
Hy engaging customt•rs in conversations it makes them
feel as if they are not being talked at, but talked to, Man·
gold said.
Mangold said there is more to selling a product than
just promoting it.
lie saiJ students must communicate with their customer~ in orde.r for them to buy.
Contact Medovkh at omedovich@murraystate.edu.

Seniors, are you thinking about

Graduate School?

Think MTSU!
•

You' re hired! Master's graduates have higher
employment rates and on average earn $13,000
more annually.

•

Opportunities Abound: Choose from 90 degrees in
Business, Education, Science, and the Humanities.

•

Online, on campus, and hybrid programs of study.

•

Financial aid and graduate assistantships available.

Allie Douglass/file News

Marketlno professor Glenn ManQold speaks to students on communlcatlno viasocial media.
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Apply now for admission

www.mtsu.edu/graduate
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OpiDioD Edllor. John Walker
Pbooe: 809-5873
Twitter: MSUNewsOpinion

Our View

Students need to vote
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
Students Government elections are on the way which
means we are beaded for another round of student apathy and
discontent, right?
No. This year students need to
take a good, long look at the candidates running for SGA positions. Not because they want
someone they know to win a
popularity contest but to make a
better campus through student
representation and power. Now
more than ever students are
being pushed aside in the wake
of new tuition increases and

"Do you know who won the SGA election?"

Murray City Council's decision
to make students pay the sticker
fee. Students on this campus
need a strong leader who will
stand up for us and be a strong
voice on the Board of Regents
and in the community at large. It
is the duty of every student to
take part in this process, especially those who are not graduating, as they will be most affected
by the election.
So students, get out and vote.
The ballots will be on niyGate so
there is no excuse for not having
access or time. It takes more
effort to check your email than
to take part in this University's
democratic process. Don't let
apathy win this election.

Keep safety a priority
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
The recent rise in the number
of Racer escorts across campus
brings our security into question. Although the actual cause
of the increase is unknown, the
rise in insecure students needing someone to help them across
campus is enough for us to be
concerned.
The only trend found with the
numbers is the time change. The
number of escorts increased in
the waning daylight back in
November. But AQW. tP.~.days are
longer and those numbers seem
,
to be decreasing.
1

Daylight or not, there is no
reason for students to feel
unsafe on this campus. It is the
duty of every student to notice
and report inappropriate behavior.
We would like to remind all
students to call Racer Patrol at
809-2222 if they feel unsafe or
harassed while on campus. The
University and Racer Patrol do a
great job of keeping students
safe on this campus. But that
does not mean students should
slack off when it comes to their
peers' safety. Just remember we
are trying to create a positive,
educational experience. Don't
be the pel'fO'ft 'trhcY !6tandl ~
watches. Tcikeaction. • -

Don't forget to visit us at
thenews.org
and follow us
on Twitter
@MSUNewsOpinion

•••
the NCAA championship?
Did your team win?
"Yes, and no, they didn't win."
Anna ESswefn • Perryville, Mo.

freshman

"I did watch the game and my team did
win and it felt awesome."
Lauren Ruser • Belleville. Ill.
freshman

"Yes I did. and of course they did!"
Hollis Crowley • Madisonville, Ky.
senior

Melissa Ruhlman/The News

..
"Do you know who cares?"

Election Results
Apathy

Other Greek Guy
One More
Greek Guy
Greek Guy

Illustration by Madelme Bartley

Campus Voice
This past
week I strolled
down
the
University
walkway
enjoying the
beautiful
weather that
Jon Rowland has recently
bestowed
senior from
upon
Jonesboro, Ill. itself
Murray .
It was early afternoon and the
walkway was choked with students walking to class while others rushed to various dining
venues for a quick lunch. As I
navigated my way through this
flood of moving bodies my eyes
were drawn to the brightly lit and
colorfully worded information
tent of Murray State's Alliance
group. Attached to the tent was a
sign titled "Live Homosexual
Acts."
Intrigued by such an outward
statement I meandered toward
the tent to see just what was
meant by such a suggestive title.
Despite my preliminary thinking
the "display" turned out to be a
clever example of homosexual
misconceptions and generalizations. The "acts" in question were
just homosexual students engaging in everyday activities such as
studying, eating lunch and doing
laundry.
Having learned a valuable lesson in first-hand judgments I
returned across the walkway and
sat on a bench to kill some time
before class. While sitting there I
couldn't help notice the look of
contempt and verbal annoyance
many students projected while

passing the Alliance tent. Some of
these students I knew to be openminded individuals, yet when
faced with a blunt message such
as "Live Homosexual Acts," many
walked past without investigating
and had the same look as the others. That's when the notion hit
me. While the message Alliance
was trying to send was correct
and justified, could the nature of
its delivery be non-conducive and
possibly counterproductive to
today's perception of homosexuality? More broadly. Does the
strategy of radically loud and
proud homosexual activism hold
relevance in today's society?
Probably not.
The radical loud and proud
model of activism has been the
staple of homosexual activism
ever since the New York
Stonewall Riot of 1969 (the first
homosexual riots in response to
discrimination) and the unfortunate assassination of openly gay
San Francisco supervisor Harvey
Milk in 1978.
The environment in which
openly gay individuals lived in
during this time was a hostile one.
While this model worked wonders for LGBT activism and
paved the way for LGBT equal
rights in this country, we no
longer live in such an openly hostile environment. A growing
majority of people (especially
youth) accept homosexuality.
In fact a recent study published
by the University of Chicago
shows this trend. In 1973, 70 percent of people felt same-sex relations are "always wrong," By
2000 that number dropped to S4
1
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percent and by 2010 was down to
percent.
Support
for allowing gays and
1
leJ;bians to teach at colleges or
universities rose from 48 percent
in 1973 to 84 percent in 2010 and
approval for having a library keep
a book that favors homosexuality
rose from S4 percent in 1973 to 78
percent in 2010.
It is clear that we no longer live
in the environment that helped
shape and galvanize the loud and
proud mode of activism in the
1970s. We now live in a time
where homosexuality is increasingly accepted.
There is still a great need for a
LBGT activist movement to
improve on the understanding of
homosexuality. But it is imperative the mode in which its message is transmitted be more moderate and all-encompassing.
I fear there runs a risk of alienating potential supporters and
members of the moderate gay
community if a more evengrounded model is not found and
used. I fear for long-term vitality
and sustainability of the LGBT
movement if more moderate
communication cannot be utilized.
Many causes have started the
way the LBGT movement has,
from civil rights to women's suffrage. But both these movements
became lasting civic institutions
because they switched from radicals and became a more moderate
entity. Society is no"longer radically against the LGBT movement. I believe the time has come
for the LGBT community to follow this trend.

Write to usl
The News welcOmes commentaries and letters to the editor.letters should be 300 words or less. Con·
trlbutors should include phone numbers for verification. Please Include hometown, classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. No anonymous contributions will be accepted. All
contributions should be turned In by noon on Tuesday of each week via email or thenews.oro. Contrlbu·
lions to The News are the opinion of the author and not that of The Murray SIBle News.
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Religion is not the answer to our problems
Rev. Dennis Terry of
Louisiana's Greenwell
Springs Baptist Church
ra.~tly introduced Rick
Santorum to his conservative Christian congregation with a fire and
brimstone
speech
"-"!"""~,___-J exhorting those of us
who don't share his
of psychology
political and religious
leanings to leave this
country, his America. Google it and take a
look. Well I got news for you pastor, your
ignorant hate filled ravings don't go unchallenged anymore.
You can't hide behind your faith or supposed religious sanctity and get away
with that stuff in the 21st century.
There are more than 310 million
people in this country now, from all
walks of life, differing in ethnicities, politics, faiths or lack thereof
and we are all Americans.
We not only deserve to stay in
the country we love every bit as
much as you: we're not going anywhere. How dare you demand
• anyone to leave if they don' t live
up to your rather peculiar and
repressive minority version of
Christianity.
You can go to the hell you think
exists and are so sure all of us who
don't share your list of unfounded religious proclamations are destined for. Look
among your audience, Reverend, and you
will be hard-pressed to find too many in
attendance under the age of 60.
Young people are leaving the evangelical
churches in droves partly because of the
repressive lunacy people like you proclaim
and that the vast majority of my Christian
friends of any age find utterly appalling.
This is the sort of arrogance that religious
thought sanctions in our otherwise increasingly tolerant and enlightened modern
world.
Rick Santorum's over-the-top courting of
conservative evangelicals in an attempt to
weaken Mitt Romney's grind to the Republi·

can nomination is only one facet of his own
archaic and destructive thought.
Really Rick, would you ask your daughter
to carry a dead fetus around, running the
risk of infection and other complications
from the necrotic tissue rotting inside her,
just to satisfy some medieval thinking about
abortion that a gaggle of old virgin men and
their supreme leader who wears a pointed
hat think is the way all women ought to
behave? This is the sort of idiocy religious
thinking promotes.

Graphic by Erin lackeVThe News

Another horrible example of similarly
incomprehensible barbarism toward women
made a splash recently on the Internet as
well. A Moroccan judge ordered a young girl
who was raped by a young man to marry
him as a way to preserve her "honor" for her
family. She soon committed suicide. Of the
hundreds of comments that piled on within
hours of the posting only one truly stood out.
Titled "Thank God for the West" a young

Jaywalking

My kind of green

Saudi woman expressed complete sympathy
for the dead girl in explaining how she herself ran away from an arranged marriage
with a much older man who disgusted her to
her freedom in ltaly.
Despite the terror of leaving all she knew.
she now lives her life as a free woman; a
member of the enlightened world with protected individual rights and respected feelings. She should certainly be welcome in any
democracy east or west, but would the good
Reverend Terry and Rick Santorum ask her
to leave with the rest of us who don't share
their conservative fundamental Christian
attitudes and behaviors? Such is the level of
insensitivity endorsed by religious thought.
Lest you think Pastor Terry is an anomaly in his medieval thinking, you can
attend one of the more conservative
Baptist churches right here in Murray and on any given Sunday be
enlightened by similar pearls of
wisdom based in religious thinking ... gems like how women are
just better cooks than men. Seriously, makes perfect Biblical
sense that men just can't cook as
weU as women. Gosh, golly gee.
Problem is, just five minutes on
the Food Channel or the internet
and American youth can see there
are really lots of great male cooks,
all over the world and heck, males
even do one hell of a lot of the mundane day to day cooking, even right here
in the good ole' US of A.
Only the blindness of religious thought
can compel a person to spew such idiocy in
the name of some god in the 21st century.
And we all, not just the young, know better.
Religious thinking is what we all must
question: whether a local preacher's claim
that women are just better cooks, or Rick
Santorum's cruel and imbecilic campaign
threats regarding abortion, the Moroccan
judge's insane sentence or Pastor Terry's
divisive righteous cries for exclusion of anyone who doesn't think like him.
The arrogance of religious thought has no
bounds. We must promote the tolerance and
reason the New Enlightenment.

To all passengers, please excuse the interruption, .but the conductor
'
(editor) of the Opinion Section Line will be departing seon~ 4 If·~anyone ·
has any interest in keeping this section of track going please come to
111 Wilson Hall and fill out an application as soon as possible.
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Cbeen to ·- "The Hunger Jeers to - the bloomiDg
Games." A great book series flowers going away on the
and a great new movie. trees. There is no~ betThere is nothing like watch- ter than walking by and
ing a bunch of youth kill
smelling tbe beaueach other in a~
tlfal ftowen on
future dystopian
~ campus. Our time
together was short
society. Especially
when they are aU
and we will miss
attractive.
them.

I~
to - obnox-~
ious UK fans. There
is nothing wrong
with celebrating,
but it's over now,
whicli means you can get back
to living your meaningless life
of waiting nine months for the
next basketball season to start.
l'leale fiDel a aew bobby.

Check it!

This past weekend I was working
in the gardens out
at Pullen Farm
digging paths and
leveling off rows
in the newfound
heat when I met a
young man with
John Walker an interesting
Opinion Editor story. He was .i n
the garden to
achieve his volunteer hours for the
Bio 103 Saving Planet Earth class.
· After a few minutes of digging and
shoveling I sparked up a conversation with him. He told me he was in
the Occupational Safety and Health
program here on campus (one of the
best in the country) and he was
going to be working for a construction company when be got out of
schooL But this is not just any construction company. This one constructs and erects windmills all
around the country, helping build
wind farms and move our country
toward energy independence.
Of course recent reports have
come out showing a spike in green
economy jobs, especially in the
realm of renewable energy. This
does not bode well for the fossil fuel
industries in this country, but their
death is long overdue.
I was told two students from the
University will be working in windmill construction after the semester
is over and my only response is,
why not more? I know the University wants students to get good paying
jobs when they leave, no matter
where they end up. But we should
be looking and encouraging students
to find jobs that are both ecologically and economically sustainable. As
Bob Dylan once sang, "The times
they are a changin'."
It was noted in a Rolling Stones
article by Jeff Goodell titled "Has
Big Coal Lost Its Power?" that in
three recent speeches on the future
of energy in1:America President
Ooama' did not once mention c'ohl.
Not to mention Oregon and Wash·
ington have both become the first
coal-free states in the country.
This must certainly have the coal
lobby shaking in its boots. But it is
no secret <:oal is running out and
half of wHat we do have is being
shipped t~ China. Just as it is no
secret oil is the biggest threat to our
national security. In fact the only
reliable fossil fuel in America is natural gas, but even its extraction
method is coming under heat.
Most importantly, the rise in
green economy jobs is not exclusive
to blue states. Just last year the Tennessee Department of Labor projected more than 10,000 green jobs by
2014. In a study by Pew Charitable
Trusts Kentucky had more than
9,000 clean energy jobs. That was
before the recession. But the economy is making a comeback and the
University would have to be blind
not to see these new opportunities
opening up for students.
So let's be diligent in steering students toward making a healthier,
cheaper and more sustainable economy.
Contact Walker at jwalkerl2@
murraystate.edu.

GriftrowB
By Casey Vandergrift

• The Nefd Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at

The Murray.State News
Facebook paoe
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Bar Association president discusses budget cuts
Meghann Anderson
Staff writer
The Curris Center Theater was filled
with students and faculty as William (Bill)
Robinson ill addressed problems courts
face when dealing with budget curs.
..:The lecture was a part of the 35th annu·
al Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished
Lecture Series in Public Affairs held Monday.
In the speech, titled "Justice on a Shoestring: The Real Cost of Underfunded
Courts," Robinson expressed concerns
about the lack of knowledgl' people have
of democracy.
Robinson is the American Bar Associa·
tion president and Member-in-Charge of
the Kentucky offices of Frost Brown Todd
LLC, a regional law firm with nine offices
in five states.
During the lecture Robinson talked
about how coll<'ge students nre the future
of the American society.
He said court funding should be a top
priority of the justice system to ensure
people have access to justice services. but
budget cuts would not allow the courts to

be as accessible as they are now. causing a
breakdown of what he called a great need.
"No one would accept' closing an emergen'-'Y room, or the local fire house or
police station, one day a week," l{obinson
said. "Our justice system is just as important."
Robinson said getting involved and cducah!J with the court system is the first
step to bettering the future. He said cutting funds hurts the democracy of the
state and the country.
"State and loc;t] legislators have to make
difficult choices when resources are less
and when revenue is less," Robinson said.
"They have to entertain claims from
schools. parks, roads and from all worthy
recipients of money that they allocate so
that our socio-£>conomic environment
continues to runs successfully."
He said the state courts arc facing an
economic crisis and the budget ems could
lead to a downward spiral of legislation.
Kelly Hurlbut, sophomore from St.
Louis, Mo., said l{obinson's presentation
was insightful and ere-opcning.
"I was unaware uf the funding issues
occurring in the state courts and the

impact it has had on our judicial system,"
Hurlbut said. "He was very knowledgeable
and used lots of examples to back up his
statements."
'
Prior to the lecture, the recipients of the
Harry Lee Waterfield and the Laura Ferguson Waterfield Guvernmental Studies
scholarships were announced.
Recipients were Grant Grissom. junior
from Hickman, Ky., Nathan English, senior
from Benton, Ky., Michael Shepherd. senior from Coxs Creek, Ky., Jennifer Marks,
junior from Madisonville, Ky., Colton
Givens, senior from Welchs Creek, Ky.,
Chancie Coleman. senior . from Benton,
Ky., Cha.<;e Brasher, senior from Paducah,
Ky., and Taylor Miller, sophomore from
Almo, Ky.
This was the first year for the Laura Ferguson Waterfield Scholarship and it was
organized to encourage students to pursue an interest in the department of government, law and international affairs.
The lecture was sponsored by the
department of government. law and international Affairs and Pi Sigma Alpha.
Contact Anderson at manderson22@
murraystate.edu

Dining Services announces venue change
Chris Wilcox

knows the store is there.
Regents' residents use the
venue, but the majority of
White residents as well as
those from the other residen·
tial colleges do not.
She said if the new operation begins to turn profit or if
it continues to stay even, there
arc thin~s she is looking to do
over the summer to make it
even more accessible.
Avery, said the change he
has seen to the venue has suited some :;rudents and others
were disappointed. The new
hours of operation are from 8
p.m. to midnight, which many
students find inconvenient
since the venue was previously open .for a majority of the

Staff writer
Paula Amols, director of
Dining Services and Racer
Hospitality, has announced
several more changes to Mur·
ray State dining venues among
others instituted since her
appointment as director in
early January.
Changes
include
the
upcoming summer renovation
of the Thoroughbrewed Room
and renovations next year to
Winslow Dining HaU. In addition to these renovations,
some services have bc<.'n
off<.'red more recently.
These new services include
extended hours at Fast Track,
a wider variety of products at
all dining locations and, most
recently. the Regents Thoroughbrcwed Cafe upgrade.
That upgrade, which was
instituted
Sunday,
has
required a cut in hours of
operation but has expanded
the variety of products the
venue provides,
Amols said the change to
the operation in Regents was
necessary for the survival of
the business. She said the cafe
has b<.'en struggling for a long
time, unable to cover its costs.
F.arlier in tht> fall semester
the cafe within Regents was
under the scrutiny of officials
for its lack of pront.
Amy Crump, food services
supervisor of Dining Services
and Racer Hospitality, said
earlier last semester the cafe
startt•d having financial problems when keycards were
introduced
for
building
access. She noted this created

d~
He said if students from the
other residential colleges
knew about the cafe more
would usc it. All students are
allowcd access to the cafe.
Bt>n M<:Cr;uh/Thr.• Nr•w.~
In addition to the chqes.
fte9ents tafe has Uftder9ont 4tsicJn chancJis te better: ut student!:~.~~"- made to the Regents ~nue;
Amols announced every dina problem for studt•nts who
has changed to accommodate
ing venue on campus will now
belonged to the other residenthe new products. Students
be privy to fresh sushi daily.
can actually go into the store
tial colleges. since they no
The service was launched
longer had ease of access.
and browse the inventory then
Amols met with Will Avery,
check out before leaving the
Monday. and each venue will
Regents College residential
room.
begin offering six types of
Amols said the novelty of
director, and Cynthia Gayman.
sushi. Thest' include Califor·
Regents Collegl~ head, to dis·
the change made it successful
nia rolls, spicy crab rolls.
shrimp rolls, vegetable rolls,
for the first few days and she
cuss what could be done to
make the business succeed.
hopes to see the trend continJapanese bagel rolls and
ue.
crunchy shrimp roll!;.
The decision to cut hours
was made as part of an effort
"lf this convenience store
Jasmine Thai Cuisine and
Sushi Bar will deliver the fresh
to turn the cafe into more of a
method doesn't work out, we
might have to eliminate the
sushi to all the campus venconvenience store. By offering
a variety of products, such as
service in Regents altogether,"
ues.
Amols said sushi will be
toilet paper, laundry detergent
she said.
and cold medicine, more stubrought fresh every day
Amols said some of the
dents will be interested in
biggest problems the venue
because of its short shelf life.
doing business there.
has to do with location and
Contact
Wilcox
at
The layout of the operation
publicity. She said no one
cwUcox2@mu"aystate.edu.

Administrators advise
students on registration
Meghann Anderson
Staff writer
With one month left in the spring
semester, students are looking ahead
at registering for summer and fall
classes.
Students can begin registering for
summer and fall 2012 classes beginning April 16.
Kristina Jackson, associate registrar, said students should sec their
a..:adcmic adviser before the assigned

time to register to discuss classes and
get their registration user number
(RUN code>.
"All rcgistr<~tion activities, including adding or dropping a class. takes
place via each student's myGate
account under the academics tab,"
Jackson said.
She said students should revit·w
their registration status for any holds
that may prevent registration and
take care of any outstanding holds
before signing up for classes.

r--------------------------

• J\11 rooms have refrigerator nnd micrmvavt.'.
• Rated 100% by Q('pl. of Public Health.
• Owned and operated h)• an MSU gradu,1tc.
• The only I 00% non-smoking and pet-free
hotel/mott!l in town.
• Free high spl•ed win•less internet.
SOfl S. I :!th St. (US (,41 l
MurrJy, KY 42071

270-i5J-2hH2
Online re:>ervations: murrawlazalodge.com
lmclil: mplfbrnurrclyplalclludge.corn

10% OFF for Murray State parent<;, alumni anci visitors!
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William Robinson. U.S. Bar Association president. lectures Monday evening.

Across campus
Music Department hosts concert
The d~ment of music will ho~t a c»ncert fe-.uring the
MSU String Ensemble and MSU Guitar Ensemble at 7:30 p.m.
Thesday in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building's Performing
Arts Hall.
The String Ensemble is directed by Sue--Jean Park, assistaht
professor of music, and will perform works by Benjainine Britten. Claude Debussy and Max Bruch.
Directed by Brent Webster, adjunct professor of .music, the
Guitar Ensc:mble will perform works l:>y Leo ~. Celso
Machado and Maurice Ravel.
•
Tana Field, assistant professor of music, will attend as a spe-cial guest.
The concert is free and ~n to the ID~blic.

Student awarded sebol«~~.,._. G'I'8DtB

~7 .,..
The Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarly Activity recently awarded Derrick Jent, sophomore from Murray, ky.,
h
$
two grants t at total 726.
~c was awarded the grants bealuse ()(his proposals tltled
"'Fungus Affecting the Cellar Spider, Pholcua Pbalaniioi<Jes•
and "Fungus Affecting Cave Crickets, Hadenoecu.s $\lbterraneus, at Mammoth Cave National Park:."
_.JilJIIIC~la.llli~lritllt~
. .le~ ~S of bio\o.f~
fl. l!)U se~ as
·
al ~ N ~~~ Dl~
Jcnt's research will involve two types of fungi afft..><:ting two
different arthop<ld species found in Kentucky.
His findings will be presented at Posters-at·the--Capitol 20U
and during Murray State's Scholar's Week 2013.

i.,

f'

Department est8blishes scholanblp
Murray State's d~~nt of history has est•bli4~ the Dr.
"t. Wayne Beasley ~llf,istory SC~olatsbip in me~ of
the l~tlme pr«eaor. T-.('W'ayoe 8ear)eJ
wayne taught in the ~t ofbistory ftoml~-his
d~l;h in 2008.lte ,.._. amonsthe lc.mgest servins ~-Uni
versity bist~.
Wayne won both the MuG. Carman Outstan4btg~acher
Award given by the Student Government Assoclltion io 1992
and the BOard of Regents Award from Teaclil111 Jb:cellence in
2003.
Contributions to the scholarship are !uUy tax-deductiblewithin limits established by"bw and may~ sent to the Office
of Development.

arships. they must fill out thC' sum·
Lori Mitchum, director of student
fmancial aid and scholarships, said
mer scholarship form an<i provide a
students should plan their schedules,
copy of their schedule when submitchecking for possible time conflicts
ting the application," Mitchum said.
of day or time and have alternate
Her advice to students who arc
classes or sections ready in case the
searching for scholarships and grant
class/section they want is not availmoney would be to start looking
able at registration time.
online. She said students should
Mitchum said students cnn still " apply for financial aid money every
apply for free application for federal
year.
student t~id (FAFSA) money. but the
"Start going tu websitcs." Mitchum
earlier they submit the form, the betsaid. "There arc a lot of websites with
ter.
•
scholarships ~earch engines. The
There is no deadline for the FAFSA
Murray State website has links to
application, but University scholarhelp students find money."
ship applications were due }an. l5 and
She said students need to be aware
ate currently being awarded.
of the requirements for :\cholarships
Applications for summer scholarand the changes that art.· made to the
ships are accepted up to three weeks
FAFSA every year.
before the last day of classes.
The FAFSA application can also he
"If students pl:m on going to sumsubmitted before taXl'S arc 11led, but
mer school and are looking for scholthe form D)USt be updated.

"For the 2010-11 school y~ar Murray
State gave out $80 million in scholarships. grants, federal work study and
student loans," Mitchum said.
She said most of the scholarships
have been awarded for current students and incoming freshmen for the
2012-13 academic year.
"Apply early," Mitchum said. "You
can't be awarded the scholarship
unless you apply for it."
Jon Haley. sophomore from Lewisburg, K}•., said registering for classes
gets him excited about the start of a
new semester.
"You get to think about having new
classes and different prof~ssors,"
Haley said. "Plus, the start of a new
semester means you are one step
closer to graduation."
Contact Anderson at manderson22@
murraystuce.edu.

OKAY, HERE IS
GUYS !~A~T~~R~~~J.

WE WANT TO GIVE YOU $
TO DRIVE AROUND WITH THE WINDOWS DOWN, *SINGING LMFAO

(then, when you get out of the car, you need to sell advertisements. like this one.)

Call 809-4478. Join the team. Make money. Sing LMFAO.
"'singing is totes optional, but maybe it'd make_you more confident? Whatever works for you.
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Sports Editor: Sophie McDonald
Phone: 809-4481
Twitter: MSUNcwsSports

Centershots

For the love of quotes

HallofFame

am1

~
I'll admit it: T could b(1
obsessed with quotes. And
by "could be" I mean I definitely am.
A quote from someone
with more experience or
who has tapped into a
fountain of insight can offer
a quick hurst of wisdom,
inspiration and motivation
Sophie
for athletes and non-athM cDonald
letes alike and can serve to
Sports Editor
push them to the next level
of whatever goal they're reaching for.
The following nrc a few of my favorites from
some familiar and not so familiar names.

ers

"You get the best out of others when you give
the best of yourself." - Harry Firestone
"Discipline yourself t1nd others won't have
to." - John Wooden
"Our b~est thing is having a great season.
having great success and winning a championship but to get these guys ready to compete,
whether it's in the professional world athletically after this or if it's the professional world from
a business standpoint, you do that by talking to
them - whether it's about their Christian walk,
or helping them make the right decisions with
integrity or representing the program the right
way, because at the end of the day everything is
bigger than just the game of basketball"- Steve
Probm
"Life is 10 percent of what happens to me and
90 percent of how I react to it.'' - john Maxwell
"Essential to leadership isn't that a man bas
followers but that he's thinking, doing and saying something worth following." - Burk Parsons
"(Coach Prohml is the om• who recruited me
out of high school and we've hcl'll through a lot
together. When things wasn't going good for me
here and wasn't going my way. he was the one
that talked to me to see if 1 was OK and when
he became thl· head coach you could cell he
wanted. the best for every b(1dy. He treated you
like he's known you his whole life and when
you have a coach like that you don't want to do
any thing but make him Jook..gootl :;tnd w.ish the
best for everything he could do>" - Jewuan Long

'1 always tell kids, you have two eyes and one
mouth. Keep two open and one closed. You
never learn anything if you're the one talking...
- Gordie Howe
.. Pain is temporary. It may last a minute, or an
hour, or a day, or a year, but eventually it will
subside and .something else will take its place. If
1 quit, however, it l:lsts forever."- Lmce
Armstrong
"I am still determined to be cheerful and
happy, in whatever situation I may be; for I have
also learned from experience that the greater
part of our happiness or misery depends upon
our dispositions, and not upon our circumstances." - Martha Washington

"I've missed more than \.1000 shots in my
career. I've lost almost 300 games. 1\vcnty-six
times. I've been trusted to take the game winning shot and missed. I've failed over and uver
and over again in my life. And thnt is why I succeed."- Michael Jordan
"'tis impossible to live without failing at
something. unless you live so cautiously that
you might as well not have lived at all - in
which case. you fail by default.• - J.K.. Rawling
"Work for a cause, not for applause. Live life
to express, not tu impress. Don't strive to make
your presence known, but your absence felt." Unknown

Photo courtesy of Bob D<1ty

In January, Bob Doty joined dauqhter, Jill, In the Murray State Athletics Hall of Fame becomlnQ the first father-Gauqhter duo in University history to do so.

Father-daughter keep Hall of Fame in the family
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Evidently, speed can run in the family.
ln 2007 Murray State volleyball and track
star Jill Doty was inducted into the Murray
State Athletic Hall of Fame and in January,
Doty was ioined there by her father, former
track star Bob Do~ming the (trSt fatherdaughter Hall of Fame duo in Murray State history.
From 1961-65, Bob Ooty set an'd broke numerous Murray State and Ohio Valley Conference
track records, cementing his name as one of the
greatest sprinters ever to call Murray State his
home.
Those records almost didn't make it into the
Murray State history books:. as Bob originally
committed to Oklahoma State prior to deciding
to join the Racer family.
Bob said it was h is humble, small-town
upbringing that helped him change his mind
and recommit.
UI called {Oklahoma State's) coach and said.
'I'm sorry, 1 don't think I can survive out
there,"' he said. "I nct'ded something smaller."
Murray State needed him as much as he
needed to be a Racer.
His distinguished collegiate career included
an OVC-best 21.9 second 220-yard dash, a Murray State·record 9.6 second 100-yard dash and a
7.1 second 70-)•ard dash at the 1964 MasonDixon Games, all set while helping the Racers
win back-to-back OVC Outdoor Track Championships in 1962-63.
His senior year, Bob was ranked fourth in the
nation in the outdoor 44()-yard relay clocking
in at a blistering 41.2 seconds.
By the end of his career, 12 Murray State and
OVC records had faUe n at the feet of Bob Doty

"Talent is God-given. Be humble. Fame is
man-given. Be grateful Conceit is self-given. Be
careful" -John Wooden
"He loves his players like we was all his sons.
He probably cares :th()Ut us more than he cares
about himself and that makes us want to play
even harder su we won't let him down and
show that we always have his back." - lsaiah
Canaan on Head Co:~ch Steve Prohm
"Be more concerned with your character than
your reputation. because your character is what
you really are, while your reputation is merely
what o~ers think you are." - John Wooden
"llook at my <NCAA Final Fourl ring all the
time and thirik about what life would be like
after that. But, just like the Murray State guys,
once this is over you can look in the mirror and
you can smile nnd say, 'Hey, we did something
real special here.' Because what they have done
is special." - Carl Nicks. member of the 1978-79
lndi:Jna State basketball team, NBA scout for
the lndiana Pacers
Contact
M cDon.1ld
ut
smcdonald3@
murraystatc:.cdu.

1 Duty

Jill Doty, former Murray State track and volleyball
star. was coached by her father, Bob, also a Racer.

and, while most have since been tied or b roken,
his legacy resides not only in his efforts on the
field but also off the field and in his family.
Just ask his daughter, Jill.
As a junior in high school, father Doty
coached Jill to an lllinois State Championship
in . the 100-meter dash. Not only did she take
home the ~d med&t •he "aato iDigtld 1 brand
new car in the process.
"Dad and I had a bet when the season started," she said. "He said, 'If you ever win the 100,
I'll buy you a car.' 1 remember standing on the
podium and waving at my parents. It was one of
the best moments of my life."
Reaching the podium, however, wasn't as
easy as it sounds.

"The sports mentality taught me how to
love life, and the academics of Murray
pushed me into my career. My life
changed at Murray State.''
- Jill Doty, volleyball and track alumna
When Jill was a freshman in high school, Bob
said he had to let an assistant coach take over
Jill's training in order to keep things from boiling over between them.
It took Jill witnessing exceedingly fast track
runners at a school meet to realize she had to
listen to her dad in order to meet her full
potential.
"That night, she came home and said 'If I
keep my mouth shut and if you keep your
mouth shut, you just tell me what to do and I
won't back talk and I'll do what you say", her
father said. "From that night on, we got along."
Both Doty's laughed after hearing their comments on the relationship.
"lt wasn't really rocky," Jill said. "We got
along great."
Under her dad's tutelage, Jill trained in the
elongated start - a starting position where the
blocks are lucated from back to front - almost
putting her in stride immediately out of the
gate.
·
"He gave me really good advice," Jill said. "I
was really fast out of the blocks.''
Her success in high school translated into
several offers for college, but Murray State
offered a full ride for her to play volleyball and
run track.
She said it wasn't so much her dad's influence sending her to wear the blue and gold, but
more the people and the wekoming attitude
that brought her to visit western Kentucky and
eventually choosing Murray State as the next
destination on her path of life.
"People were so nice and so sincere; other
schtlOis weren't as welcoming," she said. "People stopped what they were doing to talk to me.
The people still remembered me from recruitment."
While admittedly better at volleyball, Jill also
starred in track at Murray State, and wherever
she went, her parents followed.
"My parents always encouragl•d me," she
said. "They traveled with me. r had a meet at
Arkansas State and my dad was there to rake
the pit for the long jump. The team needed

WH T'S

ATHLETE SPOTLIGHT

SHOOTING SUCCESS

INSIDE

Golfer Alexandra Lennartsson
discusses career, 28

Jenna Knott shoots her way Annual competition held at
into the national spotlight, 38 Hamilton Field, 58

BEST RACER

Court~

of goraoers.wrn

Bob Doty competed In track for Murray State from
1961-65, was head coach of the Racers track team
from 1997-2004 and coached his dauohter throuqh·
out her hlqh school years.
some points, but I hadn't jumped in a long time.
l posted a 19-foot long jump, which \\'3S pretty
good, and I'm just glad .m y parents were there
to see it.''
Both Dotys credit Murray State with providing the tools necessary to succeed and helped
them fmd the courage to seek out and accomplish new things in life.
"The sports mentality taught me how to love
life and the academics of Mun'ay pushed me
into my career," Jill said, now an elementary
physical education teacher in southern Jllinois.
"My life changed at Murray State.''
~fter teaching and coaching for 28 years in
Hoopeston, Ill., Bob and his wife, Nancy,
retired and moved to Murray. He spends most
of his free time assisting the University in
numerous functions.
For Bob, choosing Murray as a place to retire
and eventually return to coaching just made
sense.
"Murray. it just grows on you," he said.
"You've got a university here, you've got good
weather, good food and you've got whatever
you need right here."
From 1994-97, Bob volunteered as both a
men's and women's track coach at Murray State
before working for seven years as the head
cross country and track and field coach, officially retiring from all positions in 2004.
With Jill's induction into the Murray State
University Hall of Fame in 2007 and Bob's following in 2012, the Dotys became the first
father-daughter combination in the Hall.
But for them, it's was just another victory for
Team Doty.

Contact
Marlowe
murraystate.edu.

at

emarlowe@

COOL JOBS
Students work at campus
recreation facility, 88
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Wotnen's Golf

Athlete
Spotlight:
Alexandra
Lennartsson
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
It is alw:~ys interesting how international students find little old Murray State University on
the map.
Coming all the way from Nykoping (pronounced knee-shop-ping), Sweden. Alexandra
Lennartsson said it really didn't take long to determine Murray St:~tc would be her home away
from home.
"l hired a recruiting company in Sweden
which helped me look at schools in Amcrka,·•
Lcnnartsson said. "They looked at where my golf
game was at that point and schools for me wberc
it was possible to land a good scholarship."
After Lcnnartsson's stellar high school career,
Head Coach Velvet Milkman had little choice but
w otTer her n full .scholarship into the women's
~olf program.
"Velvet started to email me," Lennartsson said.
"You can't say no to that."
Outsilh· tlf the usual hitches with changing
countries such as language, diet and difference
in cultural practices, Lennartsson said the tran~itiun frum Scandinavia to western Kentucky has
been almosl seamless.
"I remember the first time I dreamed in English," she said. "lt was really weird."
llelping her with the transition has been the
closeness of the women's golf team. With the
tl·am traveling together and virtually living togl'thl!r both at home and on the road, Lennartsson said the team chemistry and camaraderie is
wonderful.
"lt docs~'t matter where you an~ in the world,
you can still find really good people to hang out
with and hecomt• great friends with people who
arc from anothcr country," she said. "It re:tlly
doesn't m:ttter where you are from: you'rt• still
going to end up being dose friends."
Whitt! public perception of golf tends to be
t•ritical of the physicality c>f the sport, Lennartssun said people would be surprised with the
team's workout regimen and offseason schedule.
During the <>ffscason, women golfer!! lift

weights three times a week and do cardio work
including sprints and hill workouts. Carrying a
30-pound golf hag and walking a CI)Ursc in l'Xtreme h<>t and cold temperatures, she said, requires a high level of fitm•ss obtained through
structured workouts.
"We put in a lot of efi011, more than people
think we do," she said. ''People say 'Oh, it must be
so hard. you get to ride in carts all the time!'

That's not what it's like."
Lcnmtrtsson said one 1lf the biggest shocks of
coming
to Murray is the general hospitality and
1
overall friendliness of the area, especially
strangers.
"Pcopll: are so nice here," she ~aic.l. "You talk
to people when you are in line at Walmart.ln the
bc(.,rinning. 1 was like 'what do you respond to
that?"'
f-'~-··-~-~-

Now when she goes b:~t•k home, she said peopie wonder why she is so friendly anJ talkative
to others.
,
"It's not like we're rude in Sweden,n she said.
"We just don't really talk to strangers."
At least here at Murray State. she doe:m't have
to worry about being a stranger anymore.

Contact

Marlowe

..murmystote..edu.

at

emarlowe@

Football

The football team had Its first major scrimmage of the sprino trainill9 season Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium running a total of 107 plays after beginning sprlllfJ practice earlier in the month.

The second t:dtllon ol Tucker's hook
about the histoncal Eliot Ne:.s and AI
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Trapshooting

Open Mouth, Insert Footb tll

Student ranked fifth in nation

The dead zone

Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
Jn the coming Wl·ek juniM leona
Knott will tire 1.900 shots. K:mkl!d ns
the fifth female traf!shoutcr in tht• nation, Kn7Jtt's aptitude for shooting is a
skill that has helped shape her as a
person and defined her go:Jis for the
future.
Though tr::lpshootiug has been
around sinct! the Hlth Cl'tllury, with
what would cvcntuallr be the Amcri- ~
can
Trapshot1ting
Assl)ciation
founded in lH'JO, trapshoo ting is a
sport unfamiliar to many.
"The first event, and thl· cv(mt
that's probably the most common, is
called singles or 16s," Knott, a junior,
said. "I stand on the 16-yard line,
which is the closest you can stand,
and shoot five targets per pos t.
There's a s ingle oscillating target,
which means it c.."omcs out at different
directions, so I have to stand here and
shoot a target that might be a straight
away or :1 hard left ur right.
"Ham.licaps arc suppnsel.l to m:~ke
things a littl<.• hit more equal." Knott
said. "A ~huotN ,::m shoot anywhcn:
bl!twcen the 18 and tht.• 27-y<trJ line. If
you shout :t 96 m above you're going
to gt•t what's calk~d n 'punch' and thl:
mor~ punc.:hcs you get on your card
the farther b.tck you mt~vc.•. Wh<.>n I
first started I was at the lY-yard line,
which is basically what's assigned to
you as a woman, and now I'm shoot·
ing on the 27."
Her fa,.orite event is thl' d oubles
where the shooters get a pair f)( targets Ct)me up in the same s pot each
time and both of them must be shot.
"Doubies is my favorite," the 20ycar-old said. "Sometimes T don't do
so hot in them, but that's probably the
event that I'm the most competitive.
It's fast because I set up to shoot my
first target really quickly nod then go
over to my second one. It gets 0ver
twin• as fast h.:caust: you're shuoting
(two targets) at once and thl•n just
that confidenct.!."
Though dcsignl!d to level the play·
ing field, at Knott's level the handicap
event poses a chullcnge to her overall score.
"Handicap is my least favorite bL.'causc it's so unbelie vably t:hallc nging," Knott saiu. "rrom tho .27")"'3nl '"
line you're standing so far back that
the game b<..-comes so much more precise. Then yt>U have pcopk- s tanding

all the way up on the HI. You're more
experienced than they arc, but it's
still hard to be competitive."
In addition to the competitive nature Of trapShOI)ting, the Sport rc•
quires precision not often ass<wl:.ned
with a12-gauge ~hotgun.
"Thcrc has to be a visiblt• pit·ce for
it to be a dead birJ," Knott said.
"Tht:re've been times th:tt l'\'C blown
a dust cloud off of a target or knocked
the target sideways and that count<; as
a lost target. "{he score is uut of 100
or for thc championship singles an
even 200."
As with other shooting sports,
trapshooting requires a nearly superhuman mental focus for participants
to be competitive and that's no c~sy
skill to acquire.
"Ont.:e you learn thl· fundamentals
and get a grasp on the technical ability it's completely a mental game,"
Knott said. "Every time I miss a target it h.-u; nothing to do with my gun
or my ability, but most of the time it's
l!Omt'thing I've done pcrson:~lly. I
haven't mastered th<tt yet, which is
why I'm still kind uf inconsistent.
There are ll3ys that I stand out tht•fl•
that l psych myself out ur noticl'
every bumble bee buzzing around or
~very doud and gel distracted. So tu
prl·pare I try not w focus tm scores
and then worry about cver)'onc else
when I come in."
Knott also described a kind of opti·
mism required to l<cep her head and
her spirits up, even when a round is
going badly.
"Obviously you can't he perfect,
but something that's bard for me is
n0t taking a bad round and creating
four more bad rounds," Knott said.
"Yuu have to have a short memor)'
about those things and let it wll off
your ba~k, and that's hard for me. I
c.are a lot about shooting. I take a lot
of time and effort and sacrifice a lot
of things to do it, su having one bad
round gets me down. I just lmw tote·
member ru let it go.''
As much of ~• part of her lift.• as
trapshooting has become, it's no wonder the mt"ntality Knott has adopted
within her sport has helped her in

life.
.
"Lt:'s helped me to not worry so
much about being perfect," she SHid.
~In' high school I wanted that. 1
wanted every single direction a
teacher could give me and l was that
way when I got here, too, just con·

Photos 1 ourtcw ol lenna Knott

a

Junior Jenna Knott. a competitive trap shooter from Glasoow, Ky.. shoots '12·gauge
shotgun at clay targets.
stantly \Vorried about everything.
Shooting has kind of helped m<.> to set
things asiJt• and taught me that I
don't h:we ro be perfect all th~ time.
Being ,m education major f want all
of my lesson plans tube perfect and I
still strive for that, but if it's not perfl!ct I don't let it bring me down."
Whik· trapshQOting i." aq enormous
part uf her life and goals for the future, Knott also wants to remain
s hooting whllc teaching so she can

bring the s pc.1rt she loves into the
lives 0f her studtmts.
''I'd likt• to strike a balann· bctwt•en
tc~ching :md shouting," Knott said. "I
want to have ht>th. In tht~ St3te of Kentucky they haVl' trapshollting fur FfA
chapters, su 1 definitely want my kids
to dtlmin:tte that competition. I deli·
nitel}' want to inspire roung peop le
the way I was inspired by shooting."
Contact l.C!dbetter at klcdbcttcr@
murroystatc.cdu.

I heard ESPN's
Tim Cowlishaw
say on ..Around the
Horn" that be
thought this was
the best time ilf the
sports year. He
cited the Masters.
the NBA, the NHI.
playoffs and MI.B
Opening Day as
Ben
his reasons. Ap·
Morrow
parently this guy
Sports Col <ltlUU~I
likes spring.
Allow me to disagree sllghtl)'.
The excitement of a thrilling college basketball season is fini shed. As
great as it was, Wl' have D(IW entered
into the twilight zone of sports.
To put it bluntly, th1s is garbage
time. This is the part of the ball game
when you put in the scrubs. Th1s is
when the crowd lca\'CS in drm·cs even
though the buzzer has not sounded
As far as I'm concerned, this is the
part of the sports calendar that JUSt
dies.
Welcome to the dead zone.
I'm a fall b'llY· Spring brings pollen
and allergies. Fall brings cooler d tys
and football. For me, there's no l'om
parison tu what we just finished
watching and what the next rc w
months will bring. Spring drives us
outdoors to enjoy thl· w:1rm days
apart from our televisions. The tr:tdcoff is an obvious abscnt:l' of good
sports to watch during our \Iown
time.
I'm not tht~ only one who think"
watching golf on TV ranks up there
with watching grass grow. Watch ing
the NBA, except for maybe the i'inals,
is too sterilized and - dare I say? boring during much l)fthc season.
Watching the NHL at any time of the
year holds zero interest for me. And
the beginning of Major Lcamtc Bnse·
ball? Opening Day is nice, but it
merely marks the beginning of a long
summer marathon that I will casu.tlly
monitor throughout the next six
months. Call me in September whl'n
thl· a..:titm hcb-ins.
Septcmh~r io: when the Nl•l . start <;
(Actual games, not the 500 prt:sl~rl son
weeks when all th(• good pl:ty<:rs gt!t
hurt). It's when pcnn:mt rac~lJ wrap
up and America's pasti111c becomes
mort• than an alternative. to fish ing (Jr
taking a nap. It's when college fut1thall
begins and every Wlmc ~an m:1kc tJr
break a season:-Ws when college tl.1 •
ketball looms on the Jlonzon.
The sport~ year for m e begins in
September and basically ends on
Opening Day. If rou wa nt to stick the
NBA playoffs in the middle of an oth·
erwise v.•asteland of s por ts, OK. T he
tirst
of the baseball se:1son. the
NFL anq NBA drafts a~d the fo rget- •
table gok season arc simply tiller for
the fans ~ntil the re;ll action st:lTIS
back up again. There m e l!Xhjbitions
ESPN pushes to keep ratings up while
the great outdoors and pr;tcticall>•
everything else compct~s for till' fa ns'
attention. They arc diversions to keep
us watching. Tlu:y an.• smoke and mirrors that arc used so you don't St'<'
ho~ bored you should be wuh the
whole thing.
Don't believe me? llQw much golf
do you watch on a re1,'lllar hasis? Do
y('lu rabidly ohscss over the nt•xt
Thursday night baseball g.lml' ? Or do
you more or less keep tabs? no you
and your friends find yourselves t;tlk·
ing nonstop about the latest
Nuggets/f-Wolves game? Yeah. me
neither.
As sports fans. we don't always like
to be honest. We don't want to ad mit
when our team has had a lou'>}' yen r
or when our favorite athlete gets
busted for pcrformrmcc-cnllllncing
drug!i. We hope for the best anJ f1>rgct
the worst. And it's hJrd to admit th:u .
as sports junkies, we still get hul'cd
out of our minds during ~· s igni!ka nr
portion of the calendar yc.ar. l s it possible that nearly four out of 12 mnnt hs
are basically a waiting game?
No, we like to immcr:;<.• ourselves in
draft projections. recruiting charts
and fantasy baseball, as if these w ill
ever fill the void of cheering o n Casey
Brockman or Isaiah C::1n:1Jn. Nothi ng
replaces pep bands on Saturday or big
hits on Sunda>'· There's nothing like
watching the BCS standings while
lamenting the bel<: of n playoff system .
And, as the last couple of weeks have
taught us, there is absolutely uSJtbing
like the madness of March.
Unfortunately, the most watchJble
of the sports seasons hilve COJ'11C and
gone. Now that collt!gc hasketb:.ll has
departed for another yc.1r, th1• best we
can do is wait. Yl'.S, thl'Te will he the
occasional draft to upd:ttc us .111d un
all-star game or two to tide us ovur.
and yes, spring training :~ ml Opening
Day is ushering in the warmt h of
springtime.
Blah blah blah.
I am going to pop some Claritin :md
go outside to W3tch my son rlar '1'ball. let me know when Scph'mher
gets here.
Comact Morrow at mmorrow((i)
murraystate.ed!L

hati

Knott stands with Leo Harrison Ill, member of the Trapshootino Hall of Fame. Harrison has
won 35 Missouri state titles since 1972, was on the AII·American Team 26 consecutive
times and has won 110 Grand American trophies. ·
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Racer Fashion

Racer T-shit·ts conunemorate season

Murray State fans line up to purchase Racer merchandise In the Varsity Shop at tt1e CFS8 Center before the Eastern ldlnols oame Jan. 28.
JaciKohn
Staff writ~r
The basketball team was not the only group at Murray to have an
c:<ceptional season. The University Bookstore designed 17 new
shirts to help students show their school spirit.
Racer fans show their spirit with blue and gold as the main colurs worn on campus during sports seasons.
While stores such as Walrnart and Zax sell unique designs like
Mr. Ed and "Welcome to the Prohmised Land," the place to find
the most variety is the campus bookstore.
Karol Hardison. University Bookstore director, said shirt designs
have stayed pretty traditional although the shirts themselves have
changed some.
Pete Choukalas, senior from Memphis, Tenn., said the irony and
humor of shirts attracts him to buy certain designs.
"There are some catchy shirts like the Party Rock Anthem shirt,
that was legit, and the Mr. Ed shirt. those are awesome," he said.
The store's No.1 bestseller is what they call "the spirit shirt."
"It is a group of four and they come in navy, gold, white and oxford grey,'' she said. "It's just a real simple design: an arched Murray State. Almost every student has that shirt. It goes back and
forth every year, one year navy will be more popular and one year
it's gold. (but) it is always either navy or gold."
A lot of work goes into designing the shirts. Typically different
vendors such as Nike, RusseU.and Under Armour shoW~~
store their product lines. bringing in samples the artists have
drawn up .

"Then we have to take those designs and, for example, if their
sample said Vanderbilt, we would take certain aspects of their design and turn it into to a Murray State design,'" Hardisnn said. "A lot
of times we will have to work with the artist if the names arc different or if our logo doesn't look just right."
With the year the basketball team had. the bookstore tried to
commemorate each moment for the team. With shirts such as
2Kl2, :zo-o. Refuse to Luse. Dickie V. In Our H()Use. Flush the' Pcay
and B~cket Busted, fans were able to experience the record setting
year with tbe team with a matching wardrobe.
The store has a new design in honor of the basketball team.
"We had so many designs during the sc~tson hcc:~usc they had
such a great sca!l>n." Hardison said. ""We wanted to end that season with a special shirt. The main thing it is kind of honoring the
coach, because of what he told his- team. He always used eyes up.''
There were so many uniq·uc designs this year that even tht• bookstore director had a hard time ch{)Osing her favorite. ·
"I've bought so many," Hardison said. "One of my favorites is the
white one that said 'All we do is win,' the one that was Racer Nation and another was "Dickie V In Our House, Awcsoml.' Baby."
The Dickie \(T-shirt was significa nt because all profits went to
the V Foundation for Cancer Research in mc mor~· of Vitale's fr:i\!nd
Jim Valvano, former coach of North Caw!ina State University. The
shirts profited $1.000, all donated to the foundatiun.
There were 17 basketball
and each
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10% Discount
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New Specials for Murray State
Students & Faculty:
2pc Dark Meal - With Mashed Potatoes &
Gra vy, Coleslaw, Biscuit and Medium Drink I
$3.v9

Strip Combo - 3 Strips, Potato Wedges, &
Medium Drtnk I $3.99

Snacker Combo - 2 Snackerss. Potato
Wedges, & Medium Drink I ~3.99

Hot Wing Combo - 6 Hot Wings1 Pota to
Wedges, & Medium Drink I

~4.99

12pc Mixed Chicken Only I $9.99
12 Strips I $9.99

fThese specials are for Murray State Students & Faculty
only. Must Present valid Murray State picture i.d .
Limited Time offer.)
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Murray State students participate In different activities duri119 last year's Best Racer Competition ·at Hamiliton
Athletic Reid. Proceeds for theevent benefit the Wounded Warrior Project
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Students to compete in Best Racer competition
Savannah Sawyer
Assistant Features Editor
Murray State seems to host a variety of
competitions throughout the year and next
week is no different.
Murray State's own Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps will host the 20U Best
Racer competition from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday at Hamilton AthletiC" Field.
The competition will consist oflO different events contestants will take part in.
The events are pushups, pullups. situps,
tug 'o war. high crawl course, sand bag
relay, tire flip. humvee pull, team carry
race, water jug dash and monkey bars.
''Racer Challenge is a series of 10 events
that tests your physical fitness, mental endurance, agility, stamina. all that stuff, it's
pretty tough," said Colby Davis, senior
from Paducah, Ky.• who coordinated the
competition. "These are events that we do
on a weekly basis. It's a different in life for
people who are civilians or just college students, but it's a good workout."
The first Best Racer Competition was in
2010. The organizer, Lt. Jeff Slinker, came
up with the competition in December 2009.
"He was the brains behind this," Davis
said. "Re drafted this up as his project so
the actual official first Best Racer didn't

start until April of 2010."
The competition is not only good exposure for the winning team or Murray's
ROTC program, but it also helps to get
word out about the organization it benefits.
"It's good exposure but more importantly it's what it benefits.'' Davis sal d. "It's
a series oflO events to participate in but all
the proceeds to go to benefit the Wounded
Warrior Project, which is a military--only
fund that goes to people that were
wounded in combat."
According to its website, the Wounded
Warrior Project sets out to "raise awareness and enlist the public's aid for the
needs of injured service members. help injured service members aid and assist each
other and to provide unique, dir~ct programs and services to meet the needs of injured service members."
Proceeds will be collected from the cost
to participate in the event which is $80 per
team, or $20 a person and $60 for any additional teams per organization.
Last year, Lambda Chi Alpha won the
overall event and Sigma- Sigma Sigma won
the coveted spirited award. There will also
be awards given for best male, best female
and best overall team.
This year, a wide array of students will
be participating in the competition to be

the. best Racer.
" We'll have almost every fraternity and
evt!ry sorodty p resent, different subsections. you'll have people that just like to
workout at Wd lness, you'll have fraternity
people, you'll hav(• independents, some college heads from different dormitories and
som~~ p~ople that are n't affiliated with anything. Enginccrin~ teams, business. rowing
team-and rugby is putting a laam tog_dhl·r,"
Davis -said.
Aside from the wide a rro,~y o f individuals
and the different evcntc; to participate in,
there will be community members there
suppo rting the event.
"This year we will have 103?. 89.3, the
National Guard is going hl be out there rec:ruiting anJ giving ,m·;ty stuff. Active Outy
is going to be recruiting.'' Davis ~id. "It's a
' the more, tbt~ merrie r' event." 1
· There will also 1:1e items given aw11y.
"We have T·!:>hirts for every competitor
and medallions;· said 2nd U. Nichola-.
Prouse. "'lt's a good opportunity to go out
the re and sec what the p rogra m has to
offer. Not o nly is it a competition it also
represents ~o me of the physical they a.s
cadets e ndure, while the y go to. school or
while thl'Y train to be a futltrc leader."

Cc>ntact
Sawyer
murraystate.edu.

at

ssawyer@

New show profiles Murray's talent
Decca Schimmel
Staff writer
There's a new show in
town shedding light on the
musical talent of Murray as
well as of surrounding areas.
The show 'Breaking Underground' is documenting
the free event The Emerging
Artist Challenge. On April 3,
at the Big Apple Cafe, the
show hit its eighth week of
filming.
Although The Big Apple
Cafe serves alcohol, there is
no age limit for watching the
show.
The competition spans a
12-week period, starting with
nine weeks of preliminary
competition, two weeks of
semifmals and one week for
the final round.
In the first nine weeks the
bands that win are granted a
spot in the two weeks of
semifinals.
The prize is $15,000 of stu·
dio time and publicity to help
the artist(s) start their ca·
reer(s).
All audience members get
one poker chip to vote on
their favorite band or artist.
There are empty pitchers
with the artist or band's
name on it in which the
poker chips are placed.
For every dr.in.k or item of
food purchased the waiter or

waitress gives that audience
member another poker chip
to vote on one of up to five
bands.
There is one winner selected each night who earns a
spot in semifinals. The runner up is invited back for another chance to win the next
week.
The pilot show aired on
MSU TVU at 6 p.m. Wednesday and again Thursday April

5.
The final round of the
competition is May 1.
The launch party for the
TV show was hosted at The
Night Owl.
Two to five solo artists or
bands can sign up each week
to play and be voted on by
the audience.
''We want to bring something that the people of this
community have always
wanted and help facilitate an
environment for these young
artists and entertainers to express themselves" said Tony
Hoskie, senior from Murray.
This competition allows
the residents of Murray to be
involved in helping artists in
the community pursue their
music.
Jody Hicks, the host, interviewer and founder of the
competition, is also the
bassist and back-up vocalist
for the band Halo Stereo.

Joey Skaggs, senior from
Murray, has been filming the
artists, conducting interviews
and editing the show to·
gether.
·
"This area has so much
raw talent and aspiring
artists that the chance to give
them a Leg up and provide
some airtime for.them really
means a lot," Skaggs said.
The talent for these competitions comes from no t
only Murray but also
Nashville, Paducah, Bowling
Green and other surrounding
areas.
V<lzqucz/ fht• NI'W~
There are different types of
Local
residents
take
part
in
the
new
television
show.
Breaking
Underground.
music performed ranging
from hip hop to rap to country.
"Each showcase is different; the semifinals are starting to take place now but the
first several shows consisted
of all types of music from
country to rap to simple
singer-songwriters and last
week there was even a heavy
metal band that we had fun
working with," said Britney
Eckles, junior from Sonora
Calif.

The show encourages local
talent to try and compete and
get feedback from the community. This is an event for
the community as much as it
is for the artists, Eckles said.

Contact Schimmel at
rschimmel@murraystate.edu.
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National entertainment
news ~ure to spice up your
lW1ch conversation
Information and photos from

pte Associated Press

'CompUed by Savannah Sawyer
Alec Baldwin engaged for the second time

Alec Baldwin

Alec Baldwin is engaged to his 28-year-old
girlfriend of one year, Hilaria Tho(Jlas.
His
publicist,
Matthew Hitzik, made
the announcement over
Twitter last weekend.
Baldwin was married once before to Kim
Basinger and the couple
has one daughter together.

Don Rickles to receive comedy award
Don Rickles, an 85-year-old comedian has
been chosen to receive the Johnny Carson
Award for Comedic Excellence at the second
annual Comedy Awards later this month.
John Stewart will present the award to Rickles at the award ceremony.
Rickles is the second recipient of this award,
the first being David Letterman last year.

Bruce wntis welcomes baby Jlrl

Bruce Willis

The actor Bruce
Willis and his wife.
Emma Heming Willis,
welcomed their first
child together on Sunday
in Los Angeles.
Willis has three'
other children, Rumer
Willis, Scout Willis and
TaUulah Willis from his
previous marriage to actress Demi Moore.

Houston's cause of death revealecl
The coroner's report for Whitney Houston's
death was revealed Thursday stating that her
death wa.; caused by accidental drowning but
there were also traces of cocaine in her system.
Heart disease was also a factor in her Feb. 11
death.
The coroner's report also showed that she
had traces of marijuana, Xanax. Flexeril and
Benadryl, but they did not contribute to her
death.
' I

Swift Wins Entertainer ofdie Year

Taylor Swift

·•L ·Taylor Swift was
again awarded Entertainer of the Year at Sunday's "The Academy of
Country Music Awards."
Swift became the
second female to win
Entertainer of the Year
twice. The only other
female country artist to
do the same is
Carrie Underwood when
she won the award in 2010.

Ashton Kutcher to play in 'Jobs' bloplc
It was confirmed Tuesday that Ashton
Kutcher will play Steve Jobs in an upcoming
indepl.'ndent film titled "Jobs" which begins
filming in May,
The movie will feature Steve Jobs'
accomplishments throughout his career and
life.

Late night shows get renewed
CBS announced on
Tuesday both David Let''
terman and Craig Fergu\.
son
will be hosting their
?', ' ' t,.;~.
•! ¢t(1!M. •
respective shows, "The
Late Show" and "The
•
Late Late Show" through
·. ttttl·
. •.'
2014.
With this new agreement, Letterman will become
the
David Letterman longest-running, late'
night talk-show host in
television history with nearly 30 years of hosting.
·
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Founder ofMarshall amps dies at 88
Jim Marshall, foun,der of Marshall amplifiers, died Thursday at the age of 88.
He had suffered several strokes in recent
years and had also developed cancer by the
ond of20ll.
Many famous guitarists such as Jimi Hendrix. Eric Clapton and Pete Townshend.

~~
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Speakers from companies such as RR Donnelley, Quad/Graphics and New Paoe Corporation came to
speak to students on Gravure Day, hosted by the graphic communications management proQram.

Students gather for print making event
Ryaa Steele
Staff writer

Since the late 19th century, rutogra\·urc. or gravure f(lr short, has been
the primary method for printing. In gravure printing, the image is engraved onte) a cylindcr tlwn rolled across the paper, printing thl· information on the paper.
Murray State's graphic communkations management program, put
together a spcdal collection of speakers fur its students as p.m of
Gravure Day. Speakl•rs l'amt: from companies e;uch as RR I lonnclky,
Quad/Graphics and New Pa~e Corpnration, all leading cnmp;mics in
their st•rviccs.
Beginning the' presentation was Jim Shcibley from NL'W Page Specialty
Papers. As pan of the New Page Corporation. Shcibley talked about numerous subjects within the corporation, such as the advanccm~nt of the
company since they opened in 2005. Since then, New Page Corpflr:ttion
has become the leading producer of printing :md specialty p.lpl!rS in
North America. With Nt:w Page owning papl'r mills in Kentucky. Shl.·ib·
ley emphasized that studt·m.s looking for positions rcgardin._: p<lpN mills
would be close to home.
Shciblcy also spoke about the numerous pl)sithmo; •• vail:•hlc
in New Page Corporation to GCM gradu:ttes. He mentioned
career oppurtunities ranging anywhere from management positions to
actually operating the machinery, along with the numerous internships

Ryan Steele
Staff writer
Filling the bowls of the hungry
and the hearts of the pcuple participating all around the world,
Empty Bowls will soon be coming
to Marshall County.
Empty Bowls is an inte.rn:ttional
grass roots movement committed
to ending hunger and food insecurity across the world.
•
Hmpty Bowls specializes in having local potters, craftspeople, educators and others' work with the
community to create handcrafted
bowls. After the bowls arc crafted,
they're sold at ;ln event for participants to eat from. Participants
then take the handcrafted bowls
home to remember that there is
always an empty bowl out there.
Created by the Imagine Render
Group, Empty Bowls went from a
simple organization to an international phenomenon in a matter of
years, all thanks to the support
and involvement of people and
students just like Calvert City's
own Victoria Poston, ~1 Racer
Academy junior in homeschuoling.
1
"I was at an art program c.wer the
summer when l heard about the
McCracken County J-o:mpty Bowls
project and Marcella's Kitchen,"
Poston said. "I've always loved art
and I knew this was a great time
to use it to help people who
needed it."
Poston has bt•en the main force
pushing for the Empty Bowls
Project to come to Marshall
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Contact Steele ar meelt4@nwrro.ystate.edu.

Grass roots movement comes to Murray
County. Once she stancd ve~lun
tccring at Marcella's Kitchen, Jl(JS·
ton got in contact with Michael
1hra who coordinated th1• Paducah Empty Howls. After Terra
hclpc\1 get the Marshall County
Empty Bowls offthl.! ~round. it ha"
been building support. 1'hrough
all of it ~hough. Poston insisted
that she was not soley rcspon!iihJ,.
fllr thl' event, everyone involved
pl:tyC'd an important p:trt.
"This is happl·ning because of
tht: manr sponsors, volunteers.
donors of bowls, donors of food
and supporters of this event," Poston said. "I am honored just to be
a pien· of the puzzle."
As must pl•ople al'c already
aware, there L.; :t large huugt·r
problem in the wotld. At·cordlng
to msnbc.com. om· in five children in America alone don't know
where thdr next meal is coming •
from.
'
Marcella's Kitchen h one of
many places trying to dn ir:; part
w stop that.
As a free comn1unlty kitch(•n in
Draffenvillc, Ky., Marccii:J's keeps
its doors open from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. Monday thrllUgh Frid.l}' to
anyom• in need nf :1 Wllrm nwal.
All pwc.:ecds made fr,1m the Marshall County FJtlPt>' Bl"WIS project
will be given to Marcella's
Kitchen to keep their doors llpcn.
At the event itself, thl•re wJ!l be
plenty uflocal rcstaur:mrs donating time and food for the' cause.
Consumers will gel l\) usc tlu.:
bowls they crafted th(•m:-.clves, or
bought. to cat food from 2G Mar·

-=- -::. -:. ~ -» ·=- -» ·~ ~ -::. -:. -::.

.~.

and l'O•(lp positions available for students.
Later in tht• presentation, Judy Jones from RR Donnelley spoke to the
students. RR Donndlcy b: one uf the leading providers of global inte·
grured communkations. RR Donnelley specializes in many fields, but
pre-media and printing ore the two most important to GCM students.
With businesses, lo<-ations
..
and networking aU around the globe, Jones
emphasized the endless possibilities career-wise for RR Donnelley.
Becotusc of unforeseen circumstances, some speakers were not able to
make it lo the prcsc.!ntarion: ()DC of the last speakers however, was Chris
Lovom from Quad/Graphics. Quad/Graphics is the world's second
lnrgcst provider ,,f print and multichannel solutions. Lovorn spoke of
how it is the goal uf Quad/Graphics to always be on the forefront of the
business.
"We strive to always be the ones that make competitors ask, 'how did
they do that?'" Lov(1cn said.
While talking to the students going into the field. Lovorn also assured
them that going into printing W'clS one of the best choices to make economically.
"Grnvur~· is still the best. printing technology available," Lovorn said .
"Even in 2010, in the midst of the economic crisis, we had a record selling year."
Overall, Gravure Day 2012 served to open the eyes of GCM students
to the m!tn)' crucer opportunities available to them in the future.

·=-·=--:.-:.

Let's be
friends!

courtesy

The Empty Bowls Project will take place from na.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, Aprll14 In
the Marshall County High School commons area.
.sh:JII County vendors.
As a great treat for any basketball fan, the Murray State Racers
men's basketball team will be
signing bowls at the event. Along
with the Racers, then• will be two
signed bowls by t~unuQo; evangeli~t Beth Moore and tht• Marshall
County \'oy's and girl's basketball
tt·ams. Thcrt• will be a silent auction to purchase these bowls.
.tlong with bowls from M.A.
H:tdley pottery and Louisville
Stoneware.
To p.micipatc in the Empty
B(l\\'ls pmjcct, tkkcts cost $15.
Tkkcrs can bC' purchased at one

Facebook

of the following locations: Marcella's Kitchen. WCBL Radio,
WKLM Railroad, ;md Funky Mon-

key.
Empty Bowls will take place in
Marshall County on April 14, ln
the Marshall County High School
commons area from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m.
Additional information about
Empty Bowls for Marshall County
can be found on their group's
Facebook page, YouThbe page or
on the national website emptybowls.net.
Contad Steele at rsteele4@

murraystate.edu.
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Jungle time

Hilton returns to music scene with second album
Anna Taylor
Features Editor
-t

After waiting for more than :1 year, Tyler Hilton
fans everywhere, also known .1s "storm trackers"
for those of us who have been following his
progress, arc now at ease as Hiltnn's second full
stuCiio album was released Tuesday.
Hilton's original album title was "The Storms
We Share." After a production delay, Hilton decided "Forget The Storm" was a more appropriate
name for his sophomore alburp.
The opening track is ''Kicking My Heels." While
I'm more of a music person rather than a lyrics
person, the lyrics for this particular track reveal
how Hilton feels unworthy of the girl he is with.
This album starter is a very relaxed. bar favorite.
'f'be next track. "Prince of Nothing Charming"
was released as a single more than a month before
the album was. This song premiered on "'ne Tree
Hill" on which Hilton pi a)'S the character of Chris
Keller. This song tells the story about admiring the
girl in his life and how. while she might feel insecure, he observes her imperfections. The lyrics of
the catchy choms are "you love like you wanted to
fight/like yoll needed tonight/Haby it's beaurifui/Oh anJ you scream like a guo in the
night/Yeah you're starting a fighl/Jt's like you
don't know/Baby, you're bl•nutiful."
"Loaded Gun" is the title of the third track and
it too was featured on "One Tree Hill" before the
album release. This is the first up· beat song on the
record and brings a new energy to it.
Jncluqed in the album is a remake of Hilton's
"You'll Ask For Me." While not released on his
first studio album or an EP, the original version of
the song was released on the ''One Tree Hill"
soundtrack, ''The Road Mix."
With this new versio~, Hilton has a more mellow feel to it rather than the acoustic feel from the
original There is also an added banjo in this version. giving the song a more country sound.
The next track is titled "Jenn>'·" This $ong reminds me of Hilton's earlier sound when "The
·n·acks of Tyler ,Hilton" was released. The song
matches Hilton's loose style as it, along with most
of the remaining songs on this :.~lh\Im, are at arelaxed pace.
The remaining five songs of the CD are "Can't
Stop Now," ''Ain't No fouling Me," "Leave Him," "I
Belong'' and "Hey Jesus."

Tyler Hilton's new album 'Forget the Storm' is now available on iTunes.
While this record only has 10 tracks and has
bPen given a lot of hype from his fans. I wish there
was more, even if that meant pushing back the release dat<.>. I also thought that some of Hilton's unrelcast'd songs like "Ain't A Thing" could have
made an appearance on the CD.
Being a fan who has seen one of Hilton's live
performances and had a conversation with him afterward, I had high hopes for this album and was
only disappointed because there was not enough
music to consume.
Anyone who enjoys listening to inspiring, relatcablc and relaxing music would like this record.
Contact 1aylor at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.

One note: Only if you're bored
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
Three notes: Worth the money
Four notes: Afuture classic

Similar to:
Matt Nathanson, Josh Kelley, Bryan Greenberg

-----------------------------~---------------------~---

·one Tree Hill's' best moments
The series finale of 'One Tree Hilr aired Wednesday night, so here at The News. the
Features section took It upon ourselves to compile some of our favorite moments.
• Photos courtc,;y of IMDB com .

In the first season, the basketball team hosts a
fundraiser auction that gave the winners a chance to
have one date with the players. The episode paired up
unusual couples such as Brooke and Mouth and Deb and
Tim. Everyone gets agreater understanding of one an·
other and by the end of the episode. Keith proposes to
Karen and Brooke finds out that she might be pregnant.

SUDOKU
PUZZLES
Want
to sponsor
Sudoku
Puzzles?
Call our
Advertising
Department
at 809-4478
to find out how.

In season 4, the characters. still in high school. were
asked to place all the students in class into different
stereotypes. The teacher then paired the most unlikely
of students with the assignment of getting to know one
another and In the end taking a photograph of the
other person that will appear in the yearbook. The
episode allowed for adeeper look Into the characters.
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In the season 8 finale. after Brookegivesbirth to her
twin sons. the episode skips ahead several months and
Brooke and Haley reopen Karen's Cafe. Using the same
location and the same quote fromthe original Karen's
Cafe dry wall that was torn down beforeKaren left, the
cafe looks Identical tot~ original. The episode brouoht
back memories from the first twoseasons.

I was in marching
band from 8th
through llth grades. 1
played in the front
ensemble (also
known as the "pit")
for two years, spent
one year marching
bass drum and two
years marching snare.
Anna
I met some great peoTaylor
Features Editor ple and had a blast.
Of course being
committed to an extra-curricular activity such as this forced me to give up
many free afternoons and Saturdays because of practices or competitions.
Aside from being on the field, one of
my favorite parts on competition days
was something called jungle time. It was
held after we fmished our morning
practice and had lunch. It can sort of be
considered nap time, since most people
fell asleep.
After we fmlshed eating. we were told
to go to the library and rest before departing for the contest.
What made this one of my favorite
parts of contest days was the music. Because of thls particular music I never
fell asleep during a single minute of
jungle time, and it generally lasted at
least 30 minutes.
The music was like nothing 1 had ever
heard before. It consisted of voices
singing - bur what they were singing
were not words, they just sang with the
music and percussive instruments.
Practically everyone around me was
either asleep, or pretending to be during
this part of the day. I would just sit or lie
there and listen, trying to figure out
what the guy was trying to say. I made
up words and phrases that I thought
were part of the songs. I swear the vocalists often sung about key lime pie.
Needless to say, my band got a new director my sophomore year and aside
from my old director leaving, so did the
tradition that was jungle time. We didn't
need to rest after practice with the new
guy • that was what bus rides were for.
Because I knew I would probably
never hear these songs again. I tried to
find them online. Of course, 1 had no
idea what to search for so the first thing
I searched was "jungle time music" and
I soon realized that jungle time is not a
real thing:it'was:juahomething our
school had made up,~ thought about
asking people in band what the music
was but quickly decided against doing
that.
A few months after our director left, a
friend of mine who had graduated, gave
me a CD that our previous director had
madehim. ;
The first time I flipped through the
tracks, nothing interested me until I
found a recognizable song. It was one of
the jungle time songs. I had found it. I
literally listened to it while I was trying
to nap a few time.
Naturally, I couldn't fall asleep - just
like old times. I got sucked into this
strange music. It was so weird.
Not. long after that, my sister found a
playlist of our jungle time music on MySpace (this was a while ago). It turned
out, the music was called "Circle Songs''
by Bobby McFerrin {the guy who sings
"Don't Worry, Be Happy").
Now anytime 1 am searching for
something calming to listen to. I have
this to fall back on and to remind me of
the moments I shared with people with
whom I grew up.
Contact
Taylor
at
ataylor2@
murraystate.edu.
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BUDGET PLANNING, ESSENTIAL

Amanda Story, coordinator of Marketing &
Recruiting at the Henderson Regional Campus and
former Murray State student, took a more sentimental outlook when deciding what accessories to
wear in her 2011 wedding.
·~s far as accessories, all of the jewelry that I
wore, earrings and bracelet were my grandmothers," she said. "I wore some of her vintage jewelry;
they were actually clip on earrings and a bracelet.
That was really important to me because she
passed away a year ago, so I tried to do several
things to incorporate things that were hers in the
wedding."
Story said she did not have any accessories in her
hair, other than the veil that hung under her pulled
back hair.
Though the bridesmaids were able to wear their
own jewelry, Story said she did ask they wear gray
shoes to match the navy dresses.
She said she wanted to give her bridesmaids a
chance to reflect their own style.
-Haley Russell

BRIDESMAIDS FORM
SUPPORT
SYSTEM
Bridesmaids, as we witnessed in the
20ll fllm "Bridesnwds," can ;either lift
you up or tear you down. The people
you choose to include should be your
closest friends and dedicated to making
the day as wonderful of an experience
as possible.
Still, making this choice can be a
troublesome and daunting task. For
many brides, this selection process is
considered one of the most difficult
parts of the wedding. Many brides
choose their sisters, others choose
childhood friends, sorority sisters or
co-workers. The important this is to
pick a group of people who will be a
strong support system.
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Before planning a wild bachelorette party or the
wedding of her dreams, a bride has another thing to
consider: a budget. While a budget is not exactly fun
to create, it is incredibly important to the process.
W~dings cost money. Figuring out the balance
between photographers, caterers, florists and music
to best flt your big day, without emptying your pockets can be a difflcult process.
If you have never drafted a budget, go to
www.weddingplanneronabudget.com and check out
the free wedding calculator. This is a great tool for
the planner with little experience and mindful of
their wallet
-Allyson Putman

Bridal2012
CA~PUS TIES ADD PERSONAL TOUCH
From the dress and decoration colors to cakes, a lot of
thought and work goes into
planning a wedding.
Katharine Stodghill and
Harris Bivin, sophomores
from Owensboro, Ky., are two
University students who will
be walking down the aisle
ones the semester ends.
The two utilized the campus
as part of their save the date
photos sent out to friends and
family.
"We did our save the date
pictures in front of the football stadium because Harris
plays here," Stodghilt- said.
"We wore football jerseys with
the numbers for our wedding,

to go along with our theme.
Stodghill said a tradition she
wanted to participate in was
adding a shoe to the shoe tree
that stands in the Quad.
"Sometime after our wedding we plan on putting a shoe
on the shoe tree, since we
started dating after we got to
the University," Stodghill said.
Their ties to the University
will be displayed throughout
the entire wedding.
"The University has
changed our lives," Stodghill
said. "It seemed right to have
some connection between
Murray State and our wedding."

-Meghann Anden;on

HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT, TOO
WHAT'S HOT?
·Pleats
• Retro
• Color/Theme
• Square tiers
• Cascading flowers ·Polka dots
·Plaid
• Wacky tiers
• Classic elegance
• Quilted shapes
• Henna scrolls
·Cupcakes

ationsof Murray

"From Simple to Elegantn

Table & Chair Rentals
Tuxedo
Linen Rentals
Arch &

3

FINDING 'THE' DRESS
Whether it is white, red, vintage, traditional, long or short,
the bride's dress the most iconic aspect of a wedding.
Recently engaged Hope Dean, senior from Mayfield,Ky.,
knew what she was looking for.
"I knew that I wanted something with lace and that was
kind of simple. but classic and so that was sort of what I
told them to pull for me."
Dean's traditional white dress is a mark of a new chapter
with fiance Dustin Curtsinger, Murray State graduate.
Curtsinger said be is less concerned with the dress.
"Honestly, the dress isn't that big of a deal because I won't
even be looking at it because I'll just be looking at her," he
said.
Tyler Green. senior from Mayfield, and Kirby
O'Donoghue, Murray State alumna and former Student
Government Association president, are also recently
engaged and plan to tie the knot on June 30.
O'Donogbue said the first dress she saw was the dress she
ended up purchasing.
"I found my dress, it was the first one that I saw. I didn't
think I would necessarily like it, but it caught my eye," she
said.
••
Green said he believes O'Donoghue's white dress symbolizes her purity.
"Every time I think about marrying Kirby, l come back to
the same conclusion: I am honored and blessed," he said.
"Kirby is nothing short of amazing and I can't wait to give
her my last name. it's going to be great."

\ Haley Russell

PICKING A
DATE

Specializing in
desig11ing elegant
silk centerpieces,
botufuets and
boutonnieres for
any style wedding.
Unique Personalized
Bridesmaid Gifts
Voud # 1 Gift Shop in
Murray & Calloway Coutzty
five years in a row!

• Holiday weddlnQs may Interfere with other plans.
• AvoidiiiQ family member's birthdays, Qraduations, etc.
• nower and venue prices may fluctuate'With certain
dates or times of years.
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ELOPING: AN
EXCITING OPTION

It's commonly a fairytale
approach when talking about
two star-crossed lovers who
want to get married fast.
In times of desperation and
secrecy, some engaged couples take the more
gutsy approach; elopement.
To elope, literally means to run away~ with a significant other and not come back.
Once thought of as a formality only by teenage
couples, eloping is now a more popular option
than it ever was before. According to ABC news,
eloping is now practiced by older couples mainly
because it isn't as expensive as a traditional wedding.
The average cost of a traditipnal wedding is at
almost $20,000, according to many estimates.

"They're sort of thinking it's either $25,000 on a
wedding or $25,000 on a down payment," said
Pamela Paul, author of "The Starter Marriage and
The Future of Matrimony."
Elopement can also be a thrilling experience of
running away from responsibilities at home to go a
place completely new.
"Some couples find it to be a more exciting
option as opposed to a cookie-cutter wedding ceremony,'' said Linda.Waite, a University of Chicago
sociologist.
When it comes to a smaller wedding, most couples have a hard time deciding who to invite in
larger, extended families. .Eloping can eliminate
having to invite anybody at all.
Knowing that couples are choosing elopement as
more of an option in a tough economy, wedding
industries are including packages for couples who
are deciding to have a shotgun wedding.
One city thriving economically from elop!ng
couples is Las Vegas. According to Business
Insider, 123,143 couples tied the knot in the gambling mecca Weddings in Vegas chapels typically

don't exceed more than $200 dollars; an attractive
option for those who don't want to put a hole in
their pocket.
Choosing to elope has its own advantages and
setbacks. Shotgun weddings arc considered cheap,
convenient and fun option.
However, some people believe the sanctity of
marriage is tarnished by eloping. When choosing
to elope, loved ones don't usually attend the ceremony, there's no way of customizing that 'perfect
marriage' and most importantly... No wedding presents.
When the time comes to tic the knot, especially
for college students, saving money is an important
factor in a marriage. Eloping could be economically safe and exciting with all the legal perks of a traditional wedding.
For couples who aren't concerned with things
like the color of the flowers or what band is chosen to play af the reception, elopement is a viable
option.
-early Besser

ENGAGEMENT PARTY 101

PURPOSE
1. Share the news with future weddino ouests.
2. Introduce families to each other.
3. Celebrate the couple's upcomino union.

THINGS TO REMEMBER
•Don't hold the party immediately after the enoaoement. Give the couple some time.
•Base the aoenda on what will make both sides of the family comfortable.
•Operate on a tioht budget. There's no reason to spluroe with a weddlnq around the comer.

fLOWERS BRING EVENT TOGETHER
When it comes to wedding
flowers, timing is everything.
The flowers that should be
considered first arc the ones
that are in season.
Seasonally appropriate
flowers not only complement the time of year the
wedding is being held, but
they also help to keep the
cost of flowers low.
The size of the bouquets
does matter. Bridal bouquets
should make a statement but
they shouldn't be too heavy
to carry down the aisle.
Attendant bouquets need
to take into account the body
shape of the attendants, as
well as the color and design
of the bridesmaid dresses.
Flowers can be fragrant;
this could mean a sneezy
walk down the aisle.
Even though they are pretty, heavily fragrant flowers
such as freesias, lilies, lilacs,

tuberoses. gardenias and
lilies of the valley should be
used lightly and with caution.
A wedding day should ideally work like a finely oiled
machine.
Before your photographer
is ready to begin capturing
the day, the florist should
arrive and disperse all the
bouquets, boutonnieres and
corsages to the recipients so
they will appear in pre-wedding pictures.
When the flowers arrive
make sure they will be
wrapped in cellophane and
misted to ensure optimal
freshness and longevity for
the day. Keep them in water
to maintain freshness but
make sure they are properly
dried before handing them
off to prevent wet spots on
the dresses.
-Courtney Laverdure
(

POPULAR
FLOWERS
•Rose
•Tulip
•Calla Uly
•lily of the Valley
•Hydrangeas
•Peony
•Ranunculus
•Stephanotis
•Sweet Peas
•Gardenias

TIMDJIIE

9 ton months
before wedding:
Set up appointments with florists
to discuss options.
6 to 8 months:
Choose and hire
florist.
4to 5 months:
Finalize flowers, set
a final price and
sign contract.
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HONEYMOON
GETAWAY
ADVICE
which the newlyweds want
Brides and grooms across

GROOM, GROOMSMEN:
THE LUCKY GUY AND HIS CREW
Keely and Michael Rust married last November
after being together for nearly eight years after
they began dating their freshman year in high
school.
When the music begins to play and the flower
girl leads the bridesmaids to the ceremony, guests
are on their feet, looking at the bride, oftentimes
forgetting the groom, waiting at the altar.
1Michael said the moment when Keely walked
down the aisle was a time of reflection.
"I mean it was just all so surreal, Keely and I
had been together for so long and been through so
much that it was really was one of those great
moments of reflection," he said. "You're so in awe
of everything and all these years that we've had,
all the moments we've shared together, it's kind of
a culmination of all the great times we've had
together. It really was the happiest moment of my
life. It was awesome."
Keely said the vintage-inspired wedding had
groomsmen in tailored khaki pants, navy jackets
and celery colored shirts paired with polka-dotted
ties.
Michael said all five of his groomsmen were
members of his fraternity on campus, Alpha
Sigma Phi.
"All of them I met when I came to campus and
they've all had such an impact on me and we've
formed such great bonds," he said.
Michael said he did not choose friends from his
hometown or high school because of the unique
relationship he had with his fraternity brothers.
"They've all been kind of my best of friends. but
on a deeper level than a lot of friends that I had
back home in high school," he said.
-Haley Russell
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NARROWING DOWN AGUEST LIST
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"Broomstick weddings" were first
known in Wales, although it is
unknown whether the tradition started with the Welsh or among
Romanian gypsies living in Wales,
However, the tradition also has
.r oots in Africa, dating back to the

the country look forward to
one thing the most, that's the
ceremony. Closely following
is the honeymoon, a grand
adventure in its own right.
The top honeymoon desti·
nations include Acapulco,
Mexico; Las Vegas, Nev.;
Alberta, Canada; Orlando,
Fla.; and Mangiss, Bali. If a
budget gets in the way, staying domestic is the way to
continental United
a variety of wonbehold including the·
redwoods, the Grand Canyon
and Niagara Falls.
The average newly married
couple spends $5,ill on their
honeymoon trip, according
to a Conde Nast Bridal
lnfobank survey. Costs
include airfare, hotel stays,
dining and any activities in

to participate.
One thing is true of all
honeymoons and that is their
effectiveness in sealing the
bond of marriage.
Booking a trip in advance
or waiting to the last minute
(if you're flexible with dates)
can save you money when
planning a trip. Also, try and
barter if you go overseas, you
may be able to pay less than
what was originally offered.
The Knot Inc. 3rd Annual
Honeymoon Study for 2010
states there are 1.4 million
U.S. couples taking honeymoons every year, the average length of a trip is eight
days and most couples book
the honeymoon four months
in advance.

-Chris Wilcox

IN-LAWS: BLESSING OR CURSE, FOR BETT~R OR WORSE
\

"Never rely on the glory of the
morning nor the smiles of your
mother-in-law." -Japanese
Proverb
Never have truer words been
spoken.
Everyone knows how it goes.
We fmd the Jove of our life, we
meet the in-laws and then we
question every decision we've
ever made. But love is love, and
.
marriage is marriage. Just like
marriage, the in-laws are there
8udQets and relationship$ can make for I dlffta.dt time compll- for better or for worse.
1nCJ the ouest Hst 1onQ before the mare CMIIhelmilla aspects of
There have always been stopllnnlnoawaddino arttve.
ries about terrible in-laws.
1ht I1UIIIber of QUISt
In 'tlndlln lllb the caapte's Stories ranging from murderous
budolllwl play I role In II Giber ficets of I wecldlno. sudiiS and psychopathic mother-inttli slflr:Uon of I venue« caterer. The couple shoUld be able to laws. to ex-CIA father-in-laws
~ tllest accommodations for evtrJOM.
who want nothing more than to
'l1le ~1st shoulcllncludtfrlends aad family, do$eSt to:U.. destroy the very fiber of your
bride and QrOOIIt first and neltt1er party should feel oiUCJitld to being. just Like in the hit movie
lnvle...,..
"Meet the Parents."
TMIIItsboaldbl~..tr.to....,.QiiiSb.....
Rest assured though, the
_ty_of
_ tine
__
tD_JIAPII'I
___
...
_ . _ ta
_ att.d.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, chances of you getting Robert

JUMPING THE BROOM
HAS HISTORIC ROOTS

5

1600s. According to the African
American Registry, jumping the
broom originated in Ghana. The
broom symbOlized the removal of evil
spirits.
The practice of jumping the broom
was continued by slaves, who could
not le~y marry in the United
States, terving as a declaration of
marriage before witnesses. It also
symbolized the sweeping away of the
oli:l and the joining of two families.

De Niro as a father-in-law are
slim to none. If it happens
though. just run as fast as you
can, nowhere will be safe
enough.
All stories and movies behind
though, in-laws can be a good
experience as well, especially if
they are extremely rich1 then
birth parents just kind of seem
out of date and a new mom and
dad are in order. Just like getting
De Niro though, that is more
than likely not going to happen.
In all seriousness though,
some people find new friends
and family once they get to
know their spouse's mother and
father. Some of those friendships
can last a lifetime, sometimes
even if the spouses get divorced.
You never know who your inlaws may be. They may be crazy,
or you may grow to love them
almost as much as your actual

parents. In the long haul. though,
the in-laws are only a part of a
marriage. Ultimately a marriage
only needs the two people that
Jove each other enough to be
there.

book "Roots," telling the story of
Each part of the broom represents
Kunta Kinte. In one part of the book,
something different. The straws of
the broom represent the family, while Kinte jumps the broom with his
the handle represents God and the
bride. This scene renewed the cusribbon that is tied onto the broom
tom, which is now practiced by some
couples to incorporate a significant
represents the binding of the couple.
part of their heritage.
Jumping the broom takes place at the
Jumping the broom has also been
conclusion of the ceremony, after the
presentation of the couple to their
. portrayed in Charles Dickens' novel,
guests.
"Great Expectations" and August
Wilson's play, "The Piano Lesson."
The practice made a resurgence
after the publication of Alex Haley's
-Rachel Clifford
f
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WEIGH
PROS, CONS OF OPEN BAR
For some, it's not a question of whether drinking will be

NAME CHALLENGE: KEEP,
CHANGE, HYPHENATE
Name changes in marriages have been common marital traditions for hundreds of years in
several cultures around the world.
While this is viewed as commonplace, it is not
a marriage requirement by any means. There
are some women who choose to disregard this
practice altogether. If changing the last name is
not for you, there are other options available.
In a study conducted by theKnot.com published in the Huffmgton Post, 19,000 women
married in the last year were surveyed about
their name change. Of these women, 86% took
the last name of their husband.
Since the 1970s, some women have chosen to
take different routes to the name change pact of
marriage. A woman can adopt her maide n name
as her middle name, hyphenate her last name
with that of her husband or keep her own.
Women with established professional lives are
also inclined to legally take their husband's last
name, but keep their maiden name profeSf;ionally.
Less often, husband and wife combine their
last names to create a new one altogether.
Of course, this not only a tradition for women
to change their last names but men are welcome
as well. While it is not as popular, it is not
unheard of for men to hyphenate their last
names or take the name of their bride.
-Allyson Putman
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available, but how much drinking will be involved.
Enter the open bar, perhaps one of the greatest amenities to
liven up some of the most boring of situations.
For weddings. there are positive and negative aspects when
providing an all-out schmooze-fest to your guests.
Jessica Moore-Hooten, Murray State alumna, had a lavish
open bar at her wedding, and said one of the biggest reasons
she and her husband, Eli (also a Murray State graduate), provided an open bar was because it was a great way to provide
entertainment at low cost to a large amount of guests.
"Most people don't like having to bring money to an event
in which they are already expected to leave a gift for the
betrothed," Moore-Hooten said. "An open bar is a great way to
say 'I don't want you to worry about anything, just have a good
time."'
However, if things are not kept under control, Eli Hooten
s~d events could quickly unravel if too much drinking occurs.
"Relationships and property can be broken," he said. "The
deal is, you have to assuage the feelings between parties, and
that can be difficult to do on your wedding day."
A couple must know liquor is ·allowed at their reception
venue. If it's at a church, chances are slim that alcohol will be
permitted.
-Ed Marlowe

FACTORS
TO
'--'--"-'--'-"""""'-''-'-=~""-'-"~

CONSIDER

·Think Gf ycu

•1st.

Do they drtM? can they hold their 1quor1
•Do you have the budqet to create a ~lie open blr atmosptwe?
•How 10119 would you keep abar open?
•Cin your QUeSts get bome safely without 8ndlngerlno others?
•Is yow reception location feasible for an ~r to beQin with?

-
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WHY SHOULD I
HIRE A
PLANNER?

POePING THE 0UESTION

•Saves time.
•Saves money. Willi 1 planner
may be an extl'l llllltflse, their
relationship wHtt Wlidors may
result In decreailprtes.
•Sives relat~
~lnlmlzes stress.
Makes dreams comttit life.
~advlct.

1l.d5 as the gq to person.
.-creates schefUes.
-Handles crisis.

PHOTOGRAPHS CAPTURE
SPECIAL MEMORIES
It seems that more and more wedding ceremonies
include photographers running about snapping
thousands of photos of the bride and groom's every
action.
While the captured memories are important,
there are some interesting debates surrounding the
photography surrounding weddings.
·
.
Some couples choose to do photography sess10ns
in the days leading up to the wedding, breaking the
age old tradition of the bride and groom not seeing
each other until the doors are opened and she walks
down the aisle.
Photography can also affect another wedding tradition of the bride's parents footing the bill for the
ceremony. With wedding photography sessions
costing a few hundred to several thousand dollars,
commemorative photos can often add much more
money to an already growing wedding tab.
A professional wedding photographer can capture
some of the most special photos of the big day, creating memories that will last a lifetime. However,
couples arc facing big decisions in terms of where
to draw the line.
How much non-stop flashing do we want during
the ceremony? Should we do the photo session
before the wedding and ruin the surprise of the big
day? Can we afford this additional expe~se? ~ould
we save money if we bought a package mcludmg
engagement and wedding photos?
-Jonathan Ferris

\

Ttie story vrill be told over and
over, so you better get it right. This
could be the 11101t iinportant question you ever Ilk. ..Will you marry
me?"
Don't ju~t say those four little
words. TeU her wby she's the one for
you. :reU her why you want to spend
the rest of your life with her and
what you want your future to be like.
It is important to prepare; you can't
leave anythim; to chance. Make sure
there are no unresolved issues
between tile two of you before you
ask het. :You don't want their to be
any Cloubts in her mind or your own.
The trend lately is the more outrageous the better. This means taking
your significant other to expensive
and romantic destinations and highly
public places.
"Destination proposals have
become a huge deal,'' said Carley
Roney, editor in chief of the wedding
planning website theknot.com, taken
from forbes.com. "Guys are on the
hot seat to plan something unique,
and the way to do that is to create an

over-the-top proposal in
city."
The outrageous trips to
lands and tbe gutsy public sports
proposals are great but they can be
dangerous. What if she doesn't say
yes? Then you went through all of
this trouble for
and are
with a large
humiliation.
You don't
any of the outrageousness; you know your partner
inside and out. Try coming up with
an idea that is per sonal to her or better yet to both of you as a couple. For
example pop the question after viewing the fJist movie you ever watch
together, take her to the place you
fJist met her or think about her interests and then tailor your proposal
accordingly. It shows that you actually know and understand her.
If you two were really meant to be
together, finding the right way to ask
her should be easy. If you are having
trouble maybe you should rethink
the whole situation.
-}aci Kohn

RECEPTION PROBLEMS SOLVED

RING TRENDS
A trend In weddino rinos Is a rillQ that can
actually repeat back what wassaid on that special day. The sound wave ring can capturethat
day in sonQ or speech from the bride and
Qroom.
Another Qrowino trend Is to have the bride
and grooms fingerprints etched Into the rings.
Some couples areoptinQ for tattoos on their
left rino flnoers as well

...-em
•Heart

PIPIW EI5MIIBI•
•Round/oval
•Marquis
•Princess/square •Pear

•Cushion

IIIDDDIY
Brides often dloose to wear necklaces. earrings, and tiaras at their weddlnos. The tiara
was ork}lnally given to a bride by her father or
husband and was asymbol of wealth and afflu-

ence.

Necklaces and earrii'IC}S are normally worn in
rnatchlllCJ sets that can be purchased at bridal
stores or jewelry stores.

Flowers are blooming in the
·
spring as are hearts. The
spring is a great time to be
having a wedding and one of
the best parts of that is the
reception.
Some difficulties can come
with having rowdy kids at the
reception. A way to s~lve this
problem is to replace the tablecloth with paper and provide
crayons at a separate table for
children.
Spring is the most popular
time for weddings. Spring
flowers and colors stay consistent through the reception.
Spring is known as a rainy season though, making it best to
keep the celebration indoors.
Rain on the day of the wedding is seen as good luck for
the couple, not such good luck
for hair, makeup or the bride's
dress though.
Buying a golf umbrella can
help get the bride from the car
into the church or to the
reception. This also is a popu-

t

lar picture with the bride and
groom kissing under an
umbrella for two.
Some more modern wedding
ideas step away from the stuffy
traditional style. Instead of
having a sit down dinner style
reception keep it worldly and
have a buffet style featuring
different cuisines.
Weddings don't have to be in
the same order either, some
modern weddings feature a
peak at what the reception is
like at the beginning to relax
the guests before the ceremo'
ny.
Let the guests come away
from the wedding with something. Personalize parting gifts
with monogrammed bags or
let guests choose their own
with a candy bar and bags.
Popular gifts for groomsmen
include glasses or beer
koozies. For bridesmaids jewelry or glassware is also popular.
-Becca Shimmel

REGISTRY ALLOWS FOR PLANNING
The wedding registry helps the guests to figure out what olfts to oet Be sure to
mark Items bouQht off of the reoistry to avoid repeat gifts. Common olfts Include
kitchen suppfles and Items for the comfort and decoration of anewoome.

.'

-
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SHOES FINISH LOOK

SHOE TREE: AUNIOUE TRADITION-

Located in the Quad behind
Wilson Hall is a tradition many
Murray State alumni hold dear to
their hearts.
The University's Shoe Tree has
been a long honored way to maintain their connection to the school
once they leave.
The tradition goes that if while
at Murray State, a student meets
and marries another student, they
come back and nail their shoes on
the tree. Usually it's the shoes
they wore on their first date but
you will also find wedding shoes
and shoes of their first-born as
well.
Cate Reece, secretary for
Wrather museum, said the Shoe
Tree was a way for her and her
husband to commemorate their
time at Murray State.
"It was just something people

did," she said. "If they met here.
they would get their shoe and pin
it on the tree. I did when I met my
husband here and I'm sure it's a
tradition that will live on."
Although this is the second shoe
tree to grace the quad, due to the
first catching fire, the tree is still a
popular spectacle with visitors.
Reece said on her tours, the tree
is always a favorite with kids and
people who are interested to come
to Murray State.
"It is simply a fun and wonderfu l tradition." she said." It is the
history of all our lives, like the
people who live in Murray. It's
interesting to see a boot or a small
flat or even a heel. I think it's a
great representation of our history
and tradition that we have here at
the University."

-Sam Villanueva

\

UNITY CEREMONY ALTERNATIVES

TAKE TIME CHOOSING
YOUR THEME

\T

PREPARING
THE TOAST .

In recent years weddings have
become more visually and materially diverse. Themes ranging
from renaissance to steampunk
have swept the stage of preference for many of today's weddings. Themes have background
in a wide range of different
styles, cultures and seasons.
According to weddings.com
themes can be hard to choose,
and a couple should take their
time figuring exactly what they
want.
According to the-weddinginformation·site.com, "Couples
who select a wedding theme
want their wedding to be distinctive and memorable, and
they will go to great lengths and
in some cases great expense to
ensure that the affair is authentic in every way."
Even with al1 the new ideas
and possibilities to choose from,
the old standards still hold true.
However you decide to show off
your ceremony. nothing is more
important than the coming
together of friends, family and
: the happy couple.

-John Walker

While still popular, many COU(IIII are steering clear Of ~...,.
t1ona1 unity candle ceremony. r •lno the symbolic oestln ID
somethino more orlolnal.
•Rose ceremony: Bride and QrOOII•f\Of roses and present
those to their mothers.
•Wine ceremony. Couple J)OUfS wine from ~ wssels into one
from Which they drink.
•Cocktail ceremony: Couple adds parts of a *tM to a shaker, prepare the drink and share It
•Water/sand ceremony; Bride and oroom IIOif two colors of water or
sand Into aslnole otass.

UNCONVENTIONAL WEDDfN S STEAHk-"SPOTLIGHT
Traditional weddings are becoming a
thing of the past.
Instead of exchanging "I dos" in a
cookie-cutter ceremony, couples are
adding their own spin to their big day.
Why should getting married mean losing your unique characteristics? Let
your imagination shine.
So you decided against letting man's
best friend be your best man? Make
your pooch the ring bearer.
Have a flair for irony? Make a pact to
never smile in your photos. Look sad.
It's funny, as long as you're pretending.
Since when does white stand out? Put
your bridesmaids in white and let yourself flaunt a vibrant colored dress.
Nervous you'll melt down while saying your vows in front of guests? Make
programs or fans that act as masks with

mustaches or silly faces printed on
them.
Tech nerds? Don't verbalize your life·
long commitment. Tweet it for all of
cyber space to see.
While these ideas are a bit out there,
uniqueness doesn't have to be insane.
Opt for lanterns instead of bouquets.
Turn your wedding into a fundraiser
for your favorite charity. Include information about the charity in the reception centerpieces and instead of your
guests clinking glasses to entice a kiss,
make them give donations.
Have a theme wedding. Dress as zombies or pirates. Go bowling. Wear masks
or crazy hats.
Just remember, don't lose yourselves
on your big day. Embrace who you are.

-Elizabetp Johnson

Bridal2012
WRITING YOUR
OWN Vows
Some might argue that the
most important part of a wedding ceremony is the vows.
What could be more romantic
than two people expressing
their intimate feelings about
each other in front of their
family and friends?
Believe it or not, if you
choose to write your own
vows, doing so has been
known to cause pre-wedding
stresl\ to the bride and groom.
The most common fear is the
thought of disappointing the
audience at the wedding or
worse, your fiance.
According to weddings.
about.com, there are several
steps to take when writing the
perfect wedding vows.

•Come to an agreement with
your future spouse. Make sure
that you're both on the same
page when it comes to the
style of the vows and tone. If
you are coming from a certain
religion and want to keep the
tradition of the religion's wedding vows, take that into consideration, too.
•Take the time to ask yourself some serious question!\.
What is the single greatest
thing about the person you are
going to marry? When did you
know that you were in love/
know that this person was the
one you wanted to marry?
What is your most favori te
memory of your partner? This
might help you with all of the
mushy stuff.
•This step is optional. Read
examples of wedding vows
online. Research poems, lyrics,
quotes. etc., that you think
relate to your relationship.

PICKING AVENUE

\

for the big day you want to make sure to have the best venue possible.
There are many different possibilities for wedding venues such as a
church. the beach. a vineyard, a loft the outdoors, et cetera. If you
decide one an outdoor venue, be sure to check the weather first.

~~~~~~~~~~HEN DISASTER STRIKES

ON YOUR WEDDING DAY
Urtiq lMZ/ ~ they wilL
t"v~~ {o-veNu.
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w~~wntof .
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Consider including t hem in
your vow if you think it would
be appropriate.
•Put it all togetheL Take the
answers to your questions and
all of your research, if you did
any. and start writing. If you're
still out of ideas, try starting
over with the first step or go
online and fill in the blanks of
a vow outline.
• When you have finished,
practice. Stand in front of a
mirror and practice reading it
aloud. Pay attention to facial
expressions and body language
and be sure to sound confident
in your writing.
Whatever you end up with,
know that the only person that
you need approval from is the
one who ultimately stands in
front of you on your wedding
day. If they end the ceremony
with "I do:· you know they
approved.
-Anna Taylor
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Weddings are all about planning.
The brides-to-be love it and the
grooms hate it, but like any great
event weddings require months of
background work.
And all of that work, up until the
moment "I dos" are said and newlyweds rush from the scene is under the
scrutiny of the public eye.
A nearly perfect wedding is preferable to the alternative: a wedding disaster.
T hat's what Lindsay Huffer had.
Huffer, a recently married photographer from Paducah, Ky., said what she
hoped would be the perfect wedding
turned into a perfect disaster.
It all started with the wedding party.
A dispute among her friends led her
best friend for years and maid of
honor to drop out of the wedding only
days before Huffer was to tie the knot.
She said she adapted well but her
unluckiness did not stop there.
When the cake was delivered to the
wedding ceremony in October, the
baker demanded money. Huffer said
her mother tried to e.xplain to the
deliverymen that they had already
paid for the cake.

Meanwhile, Huffer's grandmother
called with equally sobering news.
The florist baa misplaced her order.
With no other choice, and little time,
the florist used scraps lying around
the shop to put something together.
''l got some pretty ugly flowers for
my wedding," she said, laughing.
''like, hideous."
In fact, she said, many of the
.arrangements were dying and
brown, if not filled with too much
greenery.
After fixing the cake situation
(Huffer's mother frantically searched
and finally found proof of purchase),
Huffer said she begin to feel numb
to the disastrous day.
So, when the pastor, a longtime
family friena, called Lindsay by the
name of Leslie through the whole
ceremony and her husband Wesley
forgot his tie, she just kept her head
high.
"I was just tired of worrying about
stuff at that point," she said. "It was
like a wedding from hell."
And in the end, all was well.
Huffer said she got what she really
wanted - marriage.
"It's funny how the worst disaster
can turn out to be the best of
things," she said.
She did have one tip for couples
looking to tie the knot soon: call
ahead to make sure all of that plan·
ning will come to fruition on the big
day.
1 -Austin Ramsey
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AVOID ·ZILLAS TO MAKE YOUR BI&IAI•£ EIIJOYABtE

